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n all of mankind's history, he has had to make choices. Scripture and history are literally stories of these choices, beginning with the Adam and Eve and down to President
George Bush, and their consequences. Most of us will spend time analyzing the choices
of others more than we will of our own. Hopefully, we will learn from the choices made
by them.
At times in our lives choices are made for us- the names given us at birth, the religious
training we receive, the school we attend. And, as we mature, we begin to accept these
choices- and perhaps swear we will never make the same mistakes. The circle continues
with each generation.
Throughout a student's years at Subiaco, he has to make choices for himself. Some of
these will formulate happy memories; others may be the source of future embarrassment.
But, whatever the consequences, everyone lives by the choices he makes.
One of the purposes of a liberal arts education (the type you receive at Subiaco) is to
prepare the students to be able to make use of all faculties in making good decisions. It
gives a student the necessary "tools" to finish the job. And the ability to think about the
consequences, which may occur.
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Fr. Aaron Pirrera

CHOlClES

Dedication

is given to a member of the Subiaco

community every year. The selection honors one person for his or her
devotion and dedication to the school and its students. This is just one of
the many choices students get to make on campus. Senior class representatives, the Executive Student Council, and the PAX staff make the
decision at the beginning of the school year. This year's recipient is
Brother Joseph Heath.

Br. Joseph Heath
The 2003-2004 PAX is dedicated to Brother Joseph Heath for his
outstanding service to the Academy and his constant cheerful
and friendly disposition. Teaching church history, United States
history, and AP United States history, Br. Joseph is one of the
more well known teachers on campus. In fact, almost every
student who makes it to his
senior year at Subiaco will
have had Br. Joseph for
class at least once. Brother
Joe is known for greeting
anyone he crosses paths
with and wishing them a
good day "in spite of it
all."

Dedicntio11
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• tis a place called Subiaco, a
mass of students embodied
with a sense of morals, tradition and respect unique to
Subiaco. The life of a student
here is unlike that of a student
at any other school. It has a
sense of vivaciousness and exuberance that is unquenchable,
e v en in the depths of endless
lectures, classes, homework and
the all-too familiar menus. Just
a few of the facets of life at
Subiaco
Academy
are
v olunteerism, international div ersity, weekends, and food.

l
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Jesus Ortez (11), Ernesto Saldi\"ar (1 1) and Cody Randa ll (1 1) come
off a brea k from their ,·olunteer project. These three hard working
ind ividuals helped ou t the small community of Paris, Arka nsas.
Separating the
cheese at Ben
Gert>n Park,
Agustin Zorilla
(9), Luis
\-lanjarrez (12),
and Willard Wilks
{ 12) volunteer to
raise funds for St.
Joseph school in
Pa ris.

Why do you volunteer?
Austin Willis • Sophomore
"So I can feel good about myself."

Jack Willems • Junior
"To get in 1r1y 40 hours of com mun ity
service."

ha s given so much to me."

Mi chael Stuth • Sophomore
" I vol unteer beca use I wan t to help make th e
community a better place."

\ Ir. Handvman,
Marl,,. Kief~r (11)
helps to fix up a
neighboring
Catholic «hoot.
This goes toward
the 40 hours that a
Subiacao student
needs.

Lending a helping hand

ror_ Jf rTEER.rrrG
Volunteering, the act of doing something without expecting compensation of any kind, betters our community, country, and our world.
Volunteering can be something as little as helping a fellow classmate w ith
some homework that he does not understand, cleaning up the highway,
helpin g out with a com.mwuty banquet, cleaning up a small school
playgrOLmd. Some of the projects, such as organizing the prom, running
the Bw1kerstube all year long, fixing up arow1d the campus, or taking a
mission to fix up a comrmuuty, take more ti.me and effort.

Breaking as they
for a picture,
\tichael Gaskell
(9), Gustavo Flores
( 11) and Gordon
Kim (11 ), as true
gentlemen,
e:itemplify the idea
of helping to make
the community a
better place.
~

Taylor Copsy (10), Austin Willis (10), Bra nd on
Ky le (10), and Nate Alexander (of Paris) keep a
supply of ba lloons on the board fo r the da rt
game at Frontiers Dav in Paris. Thev watched
the Rotary Club's boolh to get volun.teer ho urs.
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Th e Mexico Experience
Daniel Miller (11 ), one of the eight students to go on the
mission trip to Mexico in the summer of '03, gets the
"Mexico Exp e rience" from the barrage of child ren. Much
work went on during this ten-da y trip, but there was time
to get to know the people and have fun. Students participating in the mission to Juare.t, Mexico, to help a large
impoveri shed community were Michael Schneid er ('03),
Justin Eckart (1 2), Willard Wil ks (12), And rew Herrick
(12), Daniel Miller (l 1),Cody Randa ll (11), Pat rick Richard s
(10), and Richard Maness (10). These intrepid students
were lead by Fr. Mark Stengel. This mission was offered
during the summer of '02 and '03. Previously students
partici pated in a mission to Belize. The mission experience
enriches the student's view of the Mex ica n culture and
they get the chance to witness a simpler way of life,

Student Life
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Lufa Manjarrez - Senior
"The Student Council
shou Id see that every need
of the student body is met
according to the rules."

What is the
most
important job
of the
Student Council?

Victor Vi llatoro- Sophomore
"Add ress the concerns of the
student body and create a
solution that satisfies everyone."

Gabriel Becker - Freshman
"To make sure that the
student body has all their
problems solved over the
year."

Eduardo Valdez - Senior
"To represent the student
body, give a voice to the students, and help organize acth·ities that entertain in general."

Class elections were
formal this year. Each
cla._~ met to hear
candidates speak.
Anton Hubl (12) votes
for his class officers
during lunch on
election day.

:\at surprisingly,
turnout for election of
class officers was
good. Cody Randall
(11) adds his vote to
the ballot box.

Student Council is
responsible for many of
the extra-curricular
events on campus,
including dances. They
are supported by the
Parents Association,
which has been very
active in the last four
yea rs - with dances,
Homecoming, Christmas
celebration, Activity
Banquet and Prom. For
the Paris football game,
they built a run-through
and a banner for the
team. The mother of Jan
Myers and a young friend
decorate the tunnel with
balloons and ribbons.

Student Council members and
seniors each year teach new
students the cheers and the
school alma mater. Subiaco
students arc proud to cheer for
their Trojans. Tad Alford (IO),
with the megaphone, takes
lessons from seniors Patrick
Hickey, Eduardo Valdez, and

Democracy came to Subiaco, and
students made it work. During lunch
in September, students voted for their
favorite candidate to represent them
during the year.
Seniors filled the three executive
positions in the student government.
One part central to their job was to
listen to the freshmen, sophomores
and juniors so that Subiaco was a better place for all who attended.
Candidates found it difficult to compete against a best friend or roommate, but competition made the student elections challenging at Subiaco
Academy.
Members of the Executive
Council and senior officers
meet with PAX sta ff
members to select the
recipient of the PAX
dedication. Much thought
goes into this selection
each year. Members Taz
Johnson, Patrick Hickey,
Tuan Vu , Zac Stewart and
Jose Veliz discuss the
candidates.

The Student Council sponsered several dress down
days during the school year. Zac Stewert and Tuan
Vu, both members of the Student Council, hand out
passes to those students who purchased one. Ross
James (11), Ren Oslica (11) and Tad Alford (10) wait in
line to get a pass.
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Fingertip knowledge
International students ha,·e used translators
at school for years. Du.ring the class day at
Subiaco many teachers use words that the
average foreign student does not know. Most
translators include personal organi.Ler!>,
calculator!,, and dictionaries. ln order to keep
up with their English counterparts, many
foreign student!> use translators in the
classroom. This year, translators ha\"c been
banned during tests, but most international
student!, still use them in the dorms and in
homework a3signments. Gordon Kim (11),
an exceptional writer and skiUed in English,
still relics on a translator for help. The
translator is a handy dictionary.

Is it all there?
All international studen ts at Subiaco must
present certain legal documents to United
States officials before they are allowed into
the country. One such document is the
student visa. To receive a visa, a student
must have an 1-20 fo rm issued from his
school. The 1-20 gives proof that the student
is enrolled with a school in the United
States and allows the studen t to attain his
visa. A student visa is good for the
duration of his stay. Senior Jose Soto
checks his paper work with Ms. Evelyn
Bauer, who maintains records on the
international students.

One of many
Subiaco recei\"es a large
number of students from
Mexico each yea r. This
year 12students came to
Subiaco from Mexico.
Many come to get a yea r
of emer::;ion in the English language and cu lture.
While most leave after
one year, a few like
Ed uard oValdez(12)stay
until their senio r year.
Valde;. has been at

the tenth .""- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - since
Subiaco
rd odC'Cided
grade. Edua
that he wan ted to stay
after attending Subiaco
his sophomore year.

InTeRnAtloNaL

New faces from different places
The international students at Subiaco come from countries around
the world to learn or increase their proficiency in English as well as
to receive a higher level of education. At school, students are
required to make speeches, write essays, and hold class discussions
in English. In addition to the use of English in the classroom,
international students must use English to converse with their
American counterparts and deans.

Jay Choi • Senior

" I came to America to experience American education and
afte r high school get into a good
college in America."
Andres Ramirez • Sophomore

"I wanted to try and experience new things."

Pablo Guerrero • Sophomore
" I came bea use m y cous in used

to \.-vork here and he made it
CASA Club brings together
American and mtemational
students and allows them to
experience what each other's
cultures ha\"e to offer. Approximately 30 students are member~ of
the CASA Club. They represent
SC\"en cultures.

JO
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sound like fun."
Shuo Chieh Lee • Senior
" I came to Subiaco to get a better ed ucatio n, to learn English
because it is beco ming the in-

ternational language, and also
to get m y ci ti zenship. "

What drew
you to
Subiaco
Academy
for your
high school
education?

Late lights is a term common to Subiaco. Dorm
guidelines say lights are to be off at to p.m. on
school nights. Some nights, students need
more time to finish a special assignment or to L........~ - do all of the extra homework assigned for that
rught. Nick and \.1ichael Stuth, both sophomores, work late to complete algebra prob- ...__ _~.___..
I ms.

There's nothing li.ke physical activity to clear the
mind. Students sometimes are not quite ready to
settle down for the evening and opt instead to get
together for a little fun after study hall. And they
sweat out some of their extra energy so the dorms
are quieter after such an evening. A group of
Heard Hallians gather for a game of tag football on
the tennis court.
Spirit Week was a great opportunity for s tudents to
show their sty le. Mark Keifer (11), typical of his
personality, took advan tage of Hippie Day to show
the real, Cool Dude Mark.

'.L
--There are many life styles among Subiaco students. Some choose to be
laid back while others like to get things done fast. These people never
give themselves a break. Laid- back students have a tendency to procrastinate up to the last minute. Making the grades is more difficult for these
types. Many have learned that better grades come with a lot of studying
and preparation.
Studying isn't the only variations in lifestyles. Some choose to get up
early; some are late lighters. Some never clean their room; some have a
spot for everything. A few boarders even push the weekend hours and
get up at 8 a.m. on Saturday, ready to fill the day with activity and even
work, or begin their day with a quick trip to the Outpost for some
delectible chicken strips.

How do you choose to live life at Subiaco?
Andrew Henkel • Senior
"I choose to live a lazy life
style not reaUy caring about
anything."

Nick Stuth • Sophomore
"I think it is better to be laid
back because I do my home

Eric Fortune (11)
enjoys a video game
like many other
students do. Many
students choose to
play video games until
study hall begins after
study hall ends the
gaming continues.
B.j. Moore (9) reads his
sdence fiction novel out
s ide of the PAC on the
first day of school.
Some students like B.J.
found escape and
enjoyment in literature.

work in study hall."

Cody Wright • Junior
"l choose to live life out loud
and be a t rue rebel. I choose to
be a trident individual, because I choose to be."
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Christian Rust • Freshman
"When I get back to the dorms,
I don't study because 75% of
mydaylam forced to do things
that Ldon't want to do and go
places that I don't want to go,
so why would I burden myself with the burden of studying during my free time?"

For some, spirituality and a connection to God is
central to their existence. It is often difficult in the
busy schedule and active dormlife to find time to
stay in touch with that element of our being.
Church is only one place to make that connection.
For many, a quiet spot away from distractions
helps.

Student Life
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"Die Bunker.,tube", or the
underground cafe, is located
beneath the \.1ain Building and
1.s a h,wen for the student!., a
place to find some variety in
their lives. Die Bunker-.tubc
often provides movies to
watch, food to eat, and an
entertaining atmosphere. Tuan
Vu (12), E.J. Ta,,:lor-Harris (12),
and Cody Wright (II) en1oy
their daily aJlotment of Oprah
in Die Bunkerstube after

Broekman tenure can
st ill be fou nd in the Local

activity period.

6nteetainment

fuPm5 of fun in the lire of a oo.biaeo student

Area Networks, installed
at his behest for the
benefit of the students.
The LAN allows for a
multitude of entertaining .ictivities froni
multiplayer network
games like Starcraft,
Diablo II, and Counter
Strike, to file shari ng
from computer to
computer.These games
have added hours of
enjoyment to the daily
li\'CS of the student!.. To
the right, Zac Stewart
(12) p lays Counter Strike
over the network.

cinema ti c masterpiece!"
Robin Toland • Juni o r
"The Shnwshanke Redemption,

because it is a good story
a nd it is a movie that never
gets old."
S un Bae • Juni o r
"Blow, because it is a factual
representation of the life of a
convicted drug dea ler and has
a good lesson on law and mora lity. "

Ill

Youths thrive on entertainmen t. They need it, demand it, find
it. At Subiaco the youth are no different. The human hunger for
entertainmen t is abundantly present. The want for entertainmen t
surpasses even a natural propensity for studies. After the daily rigors
of class life, students rise to the occasion and try their best to let loose.
Though being a boarder at Subiaco removes certain activities one
might normally do during after-hours, students still have plen ty of
choices in which to find entertaining activities. In years past students
have made their weekends full with activities such as campouts, ridge
rides, tag football and volleyball.
On average, the Subiaco student finds something a little closer to
home and air conditioning to wet his hunger for adventure, and resorts to the four natural resources for entertainmen t: sports, movies,
music, and video games. These are sound sources for entertainmen t
that most students take part in on a daily basis right in their own
dorm.

Daniel Miller (11),
Hunter Spears (11), Tony
Miller (1 1), and Mr.
Tommy Humphries
enjoy a spitefu l game of
Halo.

Nighl prayer often lead:. to
a little hilarity and is often
remedied back to a
phlcgma1ic Slale \\ ilh the
help of Br. Anthony and
Mr. Humphries, the third
Hong Sun Bae ( 11) gets ready to play a game of
Diablo II "ith a friend's computer. Students
olkn find ume 10 lca\.C lhe1r s1udies behind and
let loose "ith a little computcr-genermed fun.

1-l
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International boarders Jae Hong Choi ( 12) and Jin
Byeon ( I 0) play a Korean , ersion of Monopoly
called .. Blue Square.. Board games ha, e lost
popular fa, or among boarders. but some international students keep lhe tmdition ali,c. \fore than a
fc\\ Mexicans ha\c been kno\\ n to play several
heated games of Risk.

St11de11t Life
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Favorite foods ,·ary but out of
Ramen noodles, Ea~y Mac, chips
and popcorn, a quick trip through
the dorms reveals that Ramen
noodles is overwhelmingly the
favorite. Popcorn came in Sl.>eond,
with Easy Mac and chips finishing
last. Ramen noodles are easy to
make and come in a variety of
flavors. Students like the options
of Ramen noodl~ because they
can be made in a bowl or in a

Jose Veliz • Senior
"l like Ramen Noodles because they fill me up."

Sebastian Scott • Junfor
"l like Ramen Noodles because they wiggle down my
throat."

Charlie Sanderson •
Sophomore
"I like Easy Mac because it is
like regular macaron.i execept
easier to make, and r also like
it because it is yellow and
tastes good."
Michael Robertson •
Freshman
"J like popcorn because you
can get carmel popcorn."

Alex Martinez (9), Juan
De Jesus (10), and Joseph

Arbogast (9) enjoy a
snack after night prayer.

Snacks are an integral part of Subiaco life for growing young men. How can anybody survive
on only three meals a day? Nothing against the cafeteria food or anything like that, but the
boiled chicken doused with paprika and the boneless riblets served on a bun do get old after a
while. There are many snacks and just-add-wat er meals available at a student's disposal. They
range from granola bars to Korean noodles; Mexican candy to Spam.
Hot Pots are very
important to boarders.
With the hot pot comes
a whole new world of
just- add- hot water
dried foods.

Sometimes students can't enjoy the
luxurv of wonderful snacb and so
thev ml15t resort to the cafeteria food.
·Juniors Scott Vitro, Ryan Bradley,
Seba!itian Scott, and Jack Willems
enjoy lunch while talking about all the
tests they will have to study for during
lunch.
Far right· Br. Joe Heath take~ his AP
U.S. history class out to Piaa Hut to
enjoy a delightfully grNsy meal. Junior..
Cody Randall, Cody Wright, Jack
\..Villems, and Jeff harum talk about
football instead of important evenb in
history

Hayden Mcdonald (11)
puts in a dollar to get a
second helping of
desserts after a healthy
meal in the cafeteria.
Cody \\ right (11) gets a
refreshment from Tuan Vu
(12) in the Die Bunkerstube

16
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The Bunkerstube is "snack haven" for
students. Here they can get a greasy menu of
cheese sticks, pizza, popcorn chicken and
french fries. And on the healthier side there are
the famous Stube shakes. Ren Osika (11) w rites
an order whileSimon Cortez (9), Gustavo Flores
(11) and Mauricio Guerra (9) enjoy
St11de11/ Life 17
the food.

• t is the people in this place
called Subiaco that make it
a special place to the nearly
100 students who call it home
for nine months. The bonds of
brotherhood connect many whether that person is a roommate or down the hall or across
the way in Heard Hall. There
are strong, visible connections.
Day students also feel that bond.
The choice to live away from
home is a tough choice as is not
only surviving but excelling in
this chosen environment. It is a
choice that most, by the time
they graduate, are glad they
made.

l
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Ftrst of all, I thank my parents to make me myself.
And thank you all '04 seniors! Yo! Shuochieh and
Tuan, keep the Asian pride!! My Mexican cool
roommate. Alexi, you are kul man. I hope you can
play in basketball game! Neto, Lalo, and Ivan, you
guys are dah bombs! And my American friends, Pat,
EJ, Taz. Zac. Brian, Jack, Paul, Jacob, Justin, Bree,
Luis, Pablo and Jose, thank you for helping me out.
And Jun Sung Hyung! Thank you for everything!
And the Koreans that will be here next year, be good
and don't get in trouble! I will miss you all! Peace
out! "04 RULES!

Harry

Bryant

Mr. Broekman and the McLaren ·s: thank you for
making my first two years so memorable. Mrs.
Lynch, I would not have made it this far without
your constant help and support. Br. James, talking
to you kept me sane, especially when things were at
their worst. To my best friends, thanks for being
there when I needed you. The class of 2004. it was
a rough journey but we survived it together. My
graduation is not just for me~ it's for my family,
especially my mom and dad. whose never-ending
love saw me through. Thank you. I love you more
than you will ever kno". And finally to my father,
not a day goes by that I don't feel you smiling down
at me. You·11 always be with me. It was the best of

I never thought I'd be writing one of these. There
is a lot to say and many people to thank. I thank God
and my family, especially Kevin and Dad. Thanks for
all the advice and help. It only seems like yesterday
that we first came to this school. Thanks to my fellow
day students: Taz, Brian, Paul, Jack, Bree, and Jacob.
We have had some really good times. To all the
boarders, there are just way too many to thank, but
here are a few. Harry, Henkel, Zac, Anton, Pat, E.J.,
Willard, and Tuan(Vu-Tang). Oh yeah and to all the
crazy Asians and Mexicans, thanks for all Lhe good
memories. Well, . we made it and it was quite an
experience. Take it easy and best of luck to ya.
Justin Eckart

times .... It was the best of times.
Life at Subiaco has changed each year. Freshman
year with so many long gone. Sophomore year with
many less people but so me new faces. Junior year
with even more people leaving: Nick, Ben, Boyce.
and Willie.
The times at Subi have been great. To all my day
dawgs. it"s been real on and off the hill. To boarders
stuck on the hill. hope Subi treated you well. The
faculty have mostly been great: Mr. Spillers' nu-

'!

merous ··spit your gum out,'' Coach Tencleve·s
··habits,·· and Br. James· ··Merry Christmas" throughoutthe years all made the hill a little more enjoyable.
'04 Trojans, enjoy the party of life
Jack

Jose Soto
"No. I would not look because the future shows Lhe
acts I will do and in Lhepresenl
I don ·1 have the need to sec
the future."

Ifyou could look into a
crystal ball and see the
future but not change it,
would you?

Andrew Henkel
··No. what fun is life if
there aren't any surprises?''
20
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Jae Hong Choi

God, thank you for giving me the opportunities and
experiences at Subiaco in the past 3 great years.
Thank you for comforting my family whe n I wasn't
there for them. Mom and Dad, thank you for teaching
me what is best. Thank you for working so hard and
making a sacrifice lo let my brother and me go to
prepare us. I have learned a lot from you, Dad, and had
grea t times working together. Mom. you make the
best cooking. Omar, stop watching cartoons and start
doing your homework. To the teachers at KJPP, thank
you for everything you have done for me to be
successful. Keep it up with what you do best and
remember "THERE ARE NO SHORTCUTS."

Jun Sung Yoon

Eduardo Valdez

"No, because 1 don't want to see
the future and what I have to do,
I decide what I want to do."

"No, I prefer to live it all without
knowing what's going to happen."

Alexi Rivera
"'No, because I don't want
to see what my future
holds."

Pablo Flores

Luis Manjarrez

Jae Choi

"No, because you can not
change it anyway, so you
just wait for it."

"Yes, I just want to know
what I will be."

People
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1'd like to thank God for everything. Mom and Dad,
thank you forsupponing me in and helping me through
the four years here. I love you guys. I want to thank
Fr. Gregory, Br. Isaac, Br. James, Br. Joe, Fr. Brendan,
Mr. and Mrs. McLaren, Coach Wright, Mr. Aznar and
the other people that have been there for me. Shuo
Chieh. thank you for being like a brother to me. Good

Paul Greggs
I've been here since my freshman year. Lots of
people, places, memories, etc, have presented themselves to me. The people have been great and that's
all that needs to be said.

luck and have fun wherever you are going. To all my

Paul Greggs

Andrew Henkel

other brothers from the senior class. good luck in what
ever the future wi ll bring you. Always remember what
we have been through together. To my brother Michael ,
only three more years, I know you can do it. To
everyone that has been there for me. my gratitude
cannot fit on this page ... Thank you.
Peace and Love 04ever

Well, it's been four very interesting years to say the
least. First. I want to thank God, who gave me the
strength to make it through four years here. To my
family. thank you. Without your suppon I would not
have succeeded at this school and wouldn't be
where I am today. 04', it's been great. We finally
made it. Harry, Pat, Zac. E.J., Willard, Shuochieh,
Luis. Jose. Anton, and Pablo, thank you for helping
me make it through my four years as a boarder. Taz.
Justin. Paul. Bree. Jack, Brian. and Jacob, thanks for
trying to make this place seem a little less isolated.
To the teachers. both present and those who have
left. thank you for helping me to learn all that I could
here at ubiaco.

There is not a single person I can thank for my
education here at Subi. Everyone I know in relation
with Subiaco has taught me something. My family
and help from St. Gregory's and Subiaco itself helped
me to come to this school. My teachers have taught
me a lot; so have the coaches. I thank everyone that
I know, and don't know, for teaching me and helping
me here at Subiaco Academy and this includes my
FRIENDS.
Anton

Mom and Dad, I want to thank you for backing me up
I 00%. I love you both. Nana and Papa, I wil l love you
always. These last four years have been great. David
and Jennifer, hang in there. You will graduate someday. Father Brendan. thanks fo r being there for me.
Br. James, "'Merry Christmas!" Mr. Aznar. thanks for
being a great friend. Meghan, Kenny. Katie. Stephen,
Sarah, Sam, Brittany: you've been great friends and
I will always remember you. S. Jones. can't out
throw a girl. Showtime, you still can' t out run me. I
have to mention Tuan and "Operation Cooperation!"
Football Players, we never lost to Paris! Seniors, it
has been a great four years. Sorry to anyone I didn't
Brian Hunter # I
mention.

My three years at Subiaco have been, well. .. to say
the least interesting. All the experiences I have had
will leave a lasting impression on me. I'd like to
thank my family. They were my mainstay and
wouldn't let me give up. Thanks to the faculty for
putting up with me and getting me ready for whatever lies ahead. I'd like to say something to all the
senior class, but I wouldn't know where to start.
Paul, you've been a great friend. Zac, thanks for
helping me to let go ofmy inhibitions and be myself.
Willard, you are a true friend, thanks. Anton, you
have a way of lightening the mood that I can't begin
to explain. I guess there's nothing else to say but
goodbye and good luck.
Willard Wilks
''My head because it is

If you could change
one thing
about yourself,
what would it be?
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Jacob Schlulerman
"My bad knee because
it affects everythi ng.''

too long."

Shou Chieh Lee
"To be very proud to tell
people that I love
Arkansas, because I hate
Arkansas.•·

Patrick Hickey

~ose Veliz
Be more sociable
With people around
me more ofien."

Brian Hunter
" I wou ld not wait till the last
minute to do things."

Brian Hunter

Jacob Schluterman
"A truck because I' m not a city
boy and a truck is more practical and useful."

Luis lVlanJ'arrez
"S ~Orts car. I am not just an
0rd
inary person. I am a racer. "

Which type
of vehicle
best fits your
personality?

Bree Sch luterman
"A truck. I am from the
country and need a truck.
Anything else wouldn't
look good going through
the woods.··
"Definitely a truck because I am a
farmer. What can I say?"
Congratulations to all the members of'04. It has been a
hard four years for us. We have overcome many dimculties. Although I have had a few problems with the
school. I am extremely grateful for what Subiaco has
done for me. Sometime between my freshman year and

now, I grew up, and Subiaco has set values inside me that
will be the basis of my success in life. Certain faculty
members have taught me about life and how to bea good
person and work hard , and I thank them. For those who
did not make it to graduation, good luck in life, and I
wish yo u success. Now, to the graduating seniors of
2004, Justin , Patrick, and E.J , and Jacob. It's been great
hanging out with you. The rest of you were all great
friends, and I am going to miss you.

Taz JohnsoJJ

Eduardo Valdez
"Luxury vehicle. Elegance is
the base of success."
First off, I would like lo thank my mom for always
being there for me. Thank you for all the sacrifices that
you ' ve made in orderto see me graduate. I wou ld also
like to thank the Subiaco staff for accepting me here as
a one year sen ior. I would like to thank the who le senior
class for making me feel like one of them. I would also
li ke to thank Shou Chieh, Patrick, Jae, E.J., and Tuan
for helping me adjust to Subiaco. I know there are
probably a lot more people that I need to thank that I'm
forgetting, so thank you all.
Alexi Rivera

Shou Chieh Lee
Fi rst of all, I would like to thank Jerry Chen's parents for
telling me about Subiaco and my parents for supporting
me whenever I needed them. Mom. even though we fight
a lot. I know you' re just trying to help me succeed. I love
you, Dad and Mom. Also I would like to thank Patrick for
being a cool roommate for two years and my best friend
always. Subi has influenced me so much that it will last
all my life. Finally I would like to thank all the Azns and
all the others who have been there for me. You know who
you are.

To begin with I would like to thank my Mom and Dad
and the rest of my fami ly for sending me here to
Subiaco. Then I would like to thank all my friends of
the class of '04. We have been through a lot here at
Subiaco. We started out our freshman year with a
variety of students. At leastthe few and the proud have
survived the four years, and now our days at Subiaco
have come to an END.
Bree Schlutemian

Shuo Chieh Lee

When I first got here, I was a stranger among everybody.
I said to myself"one year and I' m gone." Four years
have passed and I am still around , and I will never forget
the great people I found here: Fr. Hugh, Mr. Spillers, Mr.
Kenney, both Br. Joe's and all the otherteachers. Pablo,
Jose, Lalo. Neto, E.J, Willard and all the senior class,
thanks. I want to specially thank my family for always
being there when I needed them the most. Nufo and
Mariella, thanks for all the trips you guys made. Ma and
Pa, love you lots. I can now say Subiaco has helped me
in many ways and for that I shall always be grateful. Now
I' m gone. 04' keep in touch.
Luis Manjarrez

SUB IACO. Four years of my life have gone to this
place. To do it over again, I might even hesitate. I have
to thank my parents for allowing me to attend Subiaco
and to my brother fo r paving the way. Four-year boys,
we have been, seen, and done it a ll, we lost so much, but
we are left, the last of '04. To all the coaches and
teachers that helped me along the way, I owe it to you.
All you underclassmen, you know you have what it
takes, just step it on up. To all the girls and one in
particular that has been there for me always, I love you.
You know that. I may not have stayed around for one
reason or another, but you know I always got you back.
Everybody.just keep it real and stay in touch.
PAX Seniors of 2004
Jacob Sch luterman

"All-terrain truck , because I
like to go to the beach and
dunes."

Alexi M. Rivera

I would like to thank my parents for giving me the
great opportunity for this ubiaco experience. Thank
you for always being there when I needed you and
pushing me to do the right things. Dad for being my
inspiration. Mom for always believing in me. I want
to say thanks to all my friends here. Lalo and Ivan for
staying here two years" ith me. Lalo, thanks for all
your support and your help. Ivan. thanks for all the
things that we did in those two years. I had good
memories and good moments with you, and I am
never going to forget them. Father Aaron. thank you
for accepting me and gi,ing me the opportunity to
study here. Those two years are going to be one ofmy
important experiences in life. Jose Soto (Neto)

Luis Manjarrez
''In a huge mansion in Tennessee with a masters in onhodontics and a couple of BMW' s."
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E.J. Taylor Harris

Jose Soto
O.K. First offl would like to thank my mom, grandma,
my sis, and Jack for giving me all the support a family
can give to a person. I would also like to thank my
boyz in Memphis who told me to keep my head up. To
this day I don't know how I was able to go through 4
years of prison. To Taz's, Pat's, and Harry's parents
for their support a lso. To all my senior boys, I will
always remember th ose weekends at Taz's and here at
Subi. Haha. So wi th that, good luck to th e classes
DUCE,

EJ

In order to get to my humble 150 words or less. you
have likely sifted through a myriad of·'shout out to
all my homies ... "constructions and a sizeable portion of sentences beginning with ·•1 would like to
thank .... " Well. gentle reader, as I near the end of my
four year odyssey. I can hone tly say that I have far
too many homies to "shout out'· to. There is nowhere
near enough room to thank all those who are deserving. Though times at Subiaco were neither as smooth
as the 413 in a Chevy Stingray. nor as pleasant as a
day spent fishing Anetico Provincial Park, I feel that
I am a better per on than I wa four years ago. Thank
you and may God bless all who have helped me along
my path.

Subiaco has bee n my home for the past three years.
wou ld like to thank my parents for giv ing me the
opportunity to come here and to my relatives and
friends forthe va luable support in the who le process of
graduating. I remember many goa ls we accomplished
as a class. all the bad memories too but we passed
through them together and now it's time for graduation, the biggest achievement of all. Ivan. Neto, Pat. S
Lee, EJ, Scott. Pablo. Manja. Arkansans, Koreans,
Mexicans: I hope to see yo u a ll soon so we remember
every single thing. For the facully, thanks for making
my English skills develop. Br. Issac, Mrs. Lynch, Mrs.
Spillers. Mr. Aznar, Ms. Tendero, Mrs. Goetz, Br. Joe.
Fr. Hugh. and last but not least Fr. Aaron. thank you
padrino. i jcongratulations class of 2004! !

I would like to thank my parents and my brothers for
giving me the opportunity to attend Subiaco, for
pushing me to do the right thing and for alway being
there for me. I never could have made iL without their
support. Thanks to the faculty for their patience and
for teaching me. Thanks to Mr. Aznar, Ms. Tendero
for teaching me and for al I the good moments together. Fr. Aaron. thanks for your support. Neto.
Lalo, Pablotas, Luis M. Pat. Lee. Koreans: thanks for
all the wonderful times. Br. Isaac, thanks for your
friendship and good memories. Subiaco, thanks for
the experiences, memories and the good education.
Br. Paul, thanks for your comprehension and understanding. Class of 200-1. God bless you and good
luck. This i not a good bye. but I'll see you soon.

I wou ld like to thank God fo r keeping me safe and
sound. My parents for supporting me all these four
years at Subiaco. I cou ld not ha ve done it withou t yo u.
Patty, I hardly heard from you when we were both
away from home. It comforts me knowing you were
there when I needed you. Luis. thank you for all you
have done since our freshman year and to your family
for allowing me into your house these past four years.
EJ , take care. To all my friends I have made these past
four years, it 's been fun knowing you. Lalo, a good
friend and a good leader, take care. And last, the
teachers for teaching me what wou ld be valuab le in
life. Fr. Hugh. those Sunday hikes really worked me
out. To all the facu lty, thanks. To all the seniors of the
class of '04, hope to see you again. Jose Veliz 04'

Eduardo Valdez

Jay Choi
·'Jn a big house in Orange
County in California with
my Subiaco friends.'·

Alexi Rivera
"As a sports agen t li ving in
Miami. living the life.''

'"In a trailer right outside a
construction site sitting at a
desk rilling out paper work.'.

Jacob Schlutcrman
"Out of school, with a great
wife and family and hopefully
a very successful career."

Where do you
see yourself
in twenty-five
years?

People
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Ah. the senior write up. Well it's been quite a ride.
and thankfully I had good people to ride it through
with. First of all. I wanna thank my parents for
supporting me through thick and thin. Tto my homies
Pat. E.J .. Willard, Harry. Zac, Alexi. and Anton: keep
it real! To my Rice and Beaners. Lalo. Ivan. Soto.
Luis. Pablo.Jose. Jae. Jun Sung. and Shou Chieh: you
guys made it real fun and an unforgettable place.
Those day dogs Taz, Justin, Paul. Bree. Jack, Brian,
Herrick. and Jacob. ubiaco, you did a good job of
making me the person I am today and I salute you!
Peace Outside!

Tuan Vu

Tuan Vu 0-l - Keepin' It Real

Willard Wilks

I thank God for giving me the strength and courage to
make it. Without him it would have not been possible.
Second. I would like to send out a warn, thank you to
two special people. my mom and Alma Livingstone
and Sr. Sardin Smithson. You have been a great
inspiration. Thanks and love ya lots. Four-year seniors. we can nO\\. truly say that we are survivors. It's
been long and hard. but "e hung in there together.
Although I wish others could have joined us on that
glorious day, I am happy with those who have shown
dedication and kept their heads through rough times.
You guys are what made Subiaco home. You are my
second family and I will ah, ays remember you. All the
other seniors. stay cool. It was fun while it lasted.
First. I would like to say thank to my parents for
giving me the opportunity to study in Subiaco Academy. It's been a long three years. but it seems like only
three months of life for me. Especially. I loved to
spend Lime with my senior class of '04. Through Subi
life. I found true sight of my elf and improved my
English. All the faculty members and all of the senior
class lead me the way to go right. I won't forget my
experiences and all of you \vho were good friends to
me. ow, I am going LO college in U.S. I will see you
guys someday and begin my new life as I had fun in
Subiaco. Thank you, all my Koreans in Subiaco; Jay,
Sun, Jin. Hyung-Dukl will miss you guys. !lave fun
forthe rest of your school life. I love y'all- God bless
you. Thanks. Mom and Dad.

People
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Top: Sunny dear
Wednesdays in October
often saw students
eating in the South Park.

Charli e Ford

Eric Fortun e

Far right: One of the
Spirit Week days
featured Twinkles. U
imitation is the greatest
form of flattery, then the
coaches should have
their heads in the clouds.

Would you rather be normal and ignored
or brilliant and disliked?
Michael Lockwood
" Be brilliant and di sliked.
You are always go in g to
have peopl e who di slike
you for who you are."

Wonder what all the
interest is about? Ian

Myers, Andy Koch, John

Jesus Ortiz
" Be brilliant and di sliked becau se I could
be rea ll y smart and helpful to some
peo pl e."

Cauldwell look with
interest at Hayden
McDonald's cell phone.

"l

Right: The junior skit featured the cowardly Lion
Hayden MacDonald with stunt co-ordinator Mark
Keiler and narrator Brett Phillips.
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Chad Komp
would rath er be
normal and ignored
because then I wo uld
have many friends. I
wou ld not be lonely
because my fri ends
wj~Ould _ra Lh er go out
h me instead of th e
brill ia nt perso n."

Thomas Lucier
'"I 'd rather be normal
and ignored because
at least I am not
d is liked ."

People
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Being on top of the honor ro!J shows Jack Willem's dedication to
school work. "Jack is probably the hardest working kid I have on
the football team," said Coach Kenneth Stovall. "Jack is also one of
the finest human beings I've ever been around." A member of the
Jazz Essemble, he is the leader of the trumpet section. "Jack has the
desire to work hard ln order to make the band the best it can be,"
said Mr. Roy Goetz.
It's Friday! One last
round of camaraderie before the bell

Oscar Lara

Michael Lockwood

Thomas Lucier

Paul Marsden

Would you rather own a cabin in the Rockies
or a small apartment in New York?
Ross James
"New York, I Like big cities
because there are more
people to meet and I can
better control my life."

G ustavo Flores
"A small apartment in
New York. I just like to
Live in the city."

Michael Strobel

Hunter Spears
"I would rather own a big
cabin in the Rockies, because
I like to have space."
Adrian Tamayo

Eric Fortune
"A big cabin - to get away
from all the busy streets and
noise of all the people."

Rodrigo Trevino

Chris West

Jack Willems

Cody Wright

Top: The world of day student and
boarder often meet. Scott Vitro and
Thomas Lucier listen to the ramblings of
day
students Cody Wright and Mark
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. Kiefer.
Bottom: Ren Oslica, Adrian Tamayo and
Jose Garcia cheer for their class and the
Trojans at the homecoming pep rally.
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The sophomores get ready for the las1 pep rally of the year. The
sophomores al\\.ays cheered loud but completely missed one of their
turns to perform a skit because of the deadly .. 'obod} told us•·
syndrome.
Nc\er let them say the sophomores didn"t ha,,e personality or
enthusiasm. Juan DcJesus
stretches and reawakens his
interest for the postulate being
studied in chemistry.
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Theodore Jun

Brandon Kyle

Victor Mendoza

Would you rather have more sense than luck or more luck than sense?

Juan De J esus
I would rathe r
have more sense
than luck because
I would rather
stumble upon
something by
luck than have to
learn it.

crea1ed by Ren Oslica

Richard Maness

Finley Ledbetter

Francis Yuk
I would rather
ha\ e more luck
than sense. That
\\ ay I would ha\e
many chances 10
win.

Aldo Ri ve ra
I \\ ou ld rather have
more luck than
sense. because if I
had more luck, I
would not need
sense.

People
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Left:
his mother Robin Schluterman
stand ou1side of 1he church
after 1he Baplism with \Vesley.
Righi: Pablo Guerrero, Finle)
Ledbetter. Andres Charur.

Austin Willis. Nick
S1uth. and Brandon Kyle
enjoy a meal from the
cafeteria.
Right: One fine day at
lunch in r-.;o,ember the
lighis \\enl OUI and
s1uden1s "aited, hoping
tha1 classes would
indeed happen.
Sean Wright Cod}
Schlutcrman. and Ta}lor
Cops}· cha1 before assembl}
while waning for Fr.
Timoth} to open the doors
to the aud11orium.
Far right:

Su nday U1i

Victor Villatoro

Ma rcus Wewers

Austin Willi s

Scan Wri ght

Sophomores wait
in line for lunch.

Simuck .. Franc is··
Yuk

or speak a language no one knows?

Would you rather have a vocabulary of ten words
\ li chae l Stmh
I would rather spcok
a language no one
kno\.\ s because I
would ha\C a cer1am
sa1isfact ion of
kn0\.\ ing a language
no one kno"s-

C har li e
unders on
I ,,ou ld rather
speak a
language no
one knows
because I
would rat he r
knov. more
than ten words.

Nick Stut h
I \\OU ld
rat her ha,~
a ,ocabu lar)
of ten ,,ords
because t ht:11
I cou ld at
leas t
somev. h a t
comm u nicate ,,.. ith
peop le.

Na te Bcc k<'r
I wo uld rath er
ha,e a
,ocabul ary o f
te n wo rd s.
That ,, ay I
wou ld not
have to take an
English class.

Sunday Uti
Nea l
Sc hlut crman
I would ra th er
have a vocabulary o f ten
\\O rds because
no one cares
about a
language no one
kn ows.

I would ra lhcr
speak a language
no one knows
that way I
would be
lea rn ing
some thin g new.
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Abo,e: In good \.\ealher, lhc bench m front of
the Main Building is a fa,orite spot al lunch and
after school. John Zagurski. Jared Schlutennan
and Kyle \\ewers hare a moment.

Andre\.\ Reeves

What do you

He"s m) brother!
Br. Isaac Youker has deaned at Heard Hall
for l'A-O }ears and has become a favorite of all
residcnb. Freshmen in particular ~come
attached to the monastic. In fact SC\.eral of last
year's freshmen opted to Sta} in Heard Hall.
One student said. - Br. Isaac is one of a kind
His ouispokenness and friendly d1spos1t1on set
lhe mood for my cnure day.-

Freshman Carson Pieroni shares the IO\c
\.\llh Br. Isaac.
Freshmen Michael Hickey. Donald GOCIL.
B.J. Moore and Andrew R<.-evcs gather
around Br. Isaac.
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Christo ph er Rehm

Mauricio Guerra
.. I like the \\eekend
trips to the mall."

..

_
Br11d Oglcvic
I like the fact that I \,i ll
become sma rter than

Bi Sahlin

A lex Sc h luterman

Doug

Sc hlu terman

Jared Sc hluterman

about attending Subiaco?
llold cn Glass
··Football. I love
·The Football'."

John Zagurski
"The unity of
school and
religion."'

Agustin Zorrilla
" I like the dances with
the Ft. Smith gi rls:·

anyone else in Arkansas."

created by Cody Randall
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Top Left: The dorms are home an~ ~s such somet~mes we are
caught in private moments. Chnshan Rust exfohates, cleanses,
and moisturizes.
Top Right: Yen Nien Chen entertains himself with the help of his
more than faithful friendly machjne, known as Mr. Fu.

Freshmen s upport troops!
NationaJ pride overtook Heard Hall
freshmen as they de,·oted hme and effort to
express their feelings by hanging posters
and flag. Dean Br. Issac Youker organized
meetings. Even some of the foreign students
supported the troops and U.S. efforts to
maintain world peace.
Right:Decorations , Decorations, Decorations!
Heard Hall residents take pride in their home
and decorate their waJls, windows, and doors.

Would you rather possess the ability to fly or to read minds?
Joseph
Arbogast
"Read minds,
because I am
afraid of
heights. "

Nathan Willems
" Read minds, so I
would know when
people were
plotting to kill me."

Becke,
minds, because
"Read M;chael
I would be able to
thoughts
the
contort
and actions of others."

~
Middle Left: Michael Hickey gives a speech for the student
council elections held in September.
Lower Right: Al halftime of the Booneville game, freshmen enjoy
the moment to rest before returni ng to the field. Marcus Wewers
(10) helps out on this night with water bottles.
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B.J. Moore
"Fly, because it would
probably come in handy
sooner or later."

Lower Left: The Becker brothers enjoy the classic Wednesday .
picnic. The Beckers are one of nine pairs of brothers di school this
year.
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Donne ll y, Fr. Timothy
Fox, llcrmina
Freerk sen, Alane
Glenn , Br. Maurus

Assenmacher. Fr. Hugh
Aznar, Jose
Bryja, S.C. ., Br. Jeremy
Dersch. Bruce

King, Scott
Kin ney. Gary
Lindsey. Br. James
Lynch , Joann

Goetz. CheT}I
Goetz, Roy
Healh. Br. Joseph
Humphries. Tommy

McCaffrey. Joey
Oatis, Amy
Pickaru.. Chris
Pugh. Robert

Pusch. Br. Peter
Spillers. Hea1h
Stengel, Fr. Mark
Stovall, Kenneth

-------Faculty

Tencleve. Tim
Tendero, Alicia
Timmerman, Greg
Wangler. Fr. Leonard

Artists Abound

For eight weeks, members of the faculty became students. Mr. Bill Wright, the art teacher,
taught a course in basic art. He began the course
with drawing geometric figures and ribbons.
Perspective was also studied. The last three
weeks were spent on drawing trees, barns and
faces.
Br. Jude Schmitt (in photo) enjoyed the challenge of the class and learning something new.
After the last class, he said, " I can't just look at a
face anymore. Now I look at proportion."
The dedicated new artists sometimes spent
five hours each week practicing the newly learned
skill. Wright loaded a semester's worth of work
into these short classes.
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Wrigh t, Bill
Youker. Br. Isaac

One of the du1ies of the faculty is to
supervise during lunch . Mr. Bruce
Dersch enjoys the warm weather
during this particular noon time
duty and listens to the strummings
of Richard Maness·s ( 10) guitar.

The Tra,eling lleadma5t cr
The hie of lhe Subiaco headmaster often m\·ohes lra\el.
are ccrt1fication meet ings. pri, ate school meetings. alumni meet~
ings. fund raising meetings, and the list goes on. On occ:isiol1•
Fr. Aaron performs duties and attends functions on-campu~·
Presiding o,cr the literary festhal was one such function. fr,
Aaron presents second place literary award 10 Thomas Lucicf•

Br.James Lindsey has found
another friend. Dogs come and go
on the campus.
Patrick Richards {10) and athan
Willems (9) wonder j ust where lhis
one came from.
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So fresh and so clean
The housekeeping staff \\Ork hard 10 keep the campus buildings shiny and
clean. Every day, La,, rcncc I lochn. Sue Koenig, and Gerry $ prick go fron1
building to building in an auempt to keep the buildings we ll -kept and
clean.

Administrative Staff

Cool.. ·em up
The kitchen staff spend!!
many hou~ each day
At almost
preparing focxl.
any hour of the day. they
are \\.-Orkmg a\\.-ay, slicing.
opening, mh:mg and
preparing meals. The
kuchen crew include!! Jacob
Carey, \lary Brooks.
Rhonda Cotton. Frankie
Davis. Paulette Freeman.
Ronald Hillian. Janel
Robinson. Mary Webb and
Faye White. NOi pictured
are Betty Baumgartner
Maryanne \.fellen. Dolores
Forst. and Carol Whitman. _ __.....__ __

Fr. Aaron Pirrcra
Head ma s te r

Mrs. Margie Spillers
Aca dem ic Dean

Mr. Mike Berry
Dean of Men

l\eed Ca.s h?
The business office. which
is open during the school
day, is "here studenl!t get
their money. whether it be
from an allowance or just
a ch3rgc to home. \1r.
Glenn Constantino. \1rs.
Doris Lensmg (not
shown). Mrs. Kathleen
Soller, and Br. Jerome
Heard are ready to help
the students "'henever
needed.

\Vhen a s1
with problem
day. Fr. B
help. He a
program. Fr.
m his office

Books Abounding
faery night at 7:30 Br. Vincent
Klein opens the library doors.
allo"' ing studenb from s1udy
hall and those on independent
study to come m and do
re:i.carch. Br Vincent is a greal
asset m findmg the right book
for a research proJCCI.
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Front: Dottie Neumeier, Mary Lynn Holland, Teresa Piechock i, Br. Ephrem O'Bryan, Mark
Goodson, Br. Joseph Heath, Sr. Judith Marie Keith
Back: Br. Tobias DeSalvo, Abbot Jerome Kodell , Jay Frcdrich, Mike Willems, Wallie Sprick,
Don Berend Paula Hooks, Mary Lensing
Not Pictured': Vernell Bowen, Jim Limbird, Rev. Msgr. Royce Thomas

Academy staff
Eve lyn Bauer, Receptionist
Lou Tru sty. Regi strar
Del Berry. School ursc
C handra Rus h, College Counse lor
Jason Gaske ll , Adm issions Director
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t is the academics that make
Subiaco exceptional. With college on the horizon, Subiaco Academy sets a precedent for study habits
and behavior. With an exceptional
Spanish program, in-depth artistic
studies, a mellifluous jazz band, challenging AP courses, a literary symposium, and monthly assemblies and
art programs, Subiaco students have
many opportunities to enrich their
lives and add to their high school
educational experience. All of these
programs combined make Subiaco
an outstanding liberal arts school, one
that students can be proud to have
chosen to attend.
•

l
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Every point counts
Well, maybe most high school students do
no1 take the ACT near t,,en1y times. but
most everything that Mr. Chad Cargi ll sa id
the students could relate to. Students found
Mr. Cargill' s session enjoyable and infonnative. Armed with their newfound knowledge. seniors and juniors alike ventured out
to take the ACT. Some seniors made sign ificant increases or scored extremely high their
first time out. Harry Bryant ( 12) jumped
from a 23 to a 27. Mr. Cargill explained thal
although many people believe that you cannot study for the ACT, studying for the test
can actua lly raise a person's score by several
points. Several points may not see m like
much. but it can mean the difference between getting a scho larship or nm. Receiving a 32 on the ACT gives Arkansas-bound
seniors a full ride to their Arkansas college
o r choice. The ACT is delinitely an important pan of any senior's application and Mr.
Cargi ll helped guide many seniors and juniors nlong the path to success. Chad Cargi ll
sel ls ACT prep ca lcula tor programs to
Michael Lockwood (1 1).

Going lhe extra mile
For the past eight years \llrs.
Chandra
Rush
has
helped
Subrnco's seniors prepare for and
apply to college. Harry Bryant ( I 2)
is just one or the many seniors "ho
ha,e been recei,ing help from Mrs.
Rush . Mrs. Rush makes herself
a,ailable to seniors throughout
most of the week and she stays
until 6 most Mondays. To help the
seniors with online applications.
\lrs. Rush opened the classroom
section of the computer lab for their
use durine after-school hours and
stayed l:u;r th:m her normal hours
to help seniors wi1h 1he1r applications.

Next Step

Taz Johnson (12)
Probably a liberal
arts school. at least
for the first year
and then go
so mew here else for
a graduate degree.
I want to go to a
liberal arts school
so I can get my
basic courses out of
the way and then
get a master· s
degree in a specific
field.
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arts college for
two years until I
can get my
required courses
out of the way for
optometry school.

created by Andrew Henkel

a pharmaceutical

in man y ways

col lege because I

resembles my
hairstyle : business
in front, party in
back . I plan to
pursue a double
major in physics
and classical

want to be a
pharmacist.

st udi es w hile

having fun in
college.

T he Searc h
Before seniors begin 1he long grueling co ll ege application process, they
must first decide which colleges they
are in terested in and will appl y to.
Some studenLS use college brochures
in the library to begi n th ei r search.
Affordabi lity. degrees offe red, and
location can a ll be determined from
the pamphlets and the pamphlets can
definitely help seniors narrow down
their options and interests. Jose Veliz
and Pablo Flores arc two o r 1he many
seniors who used these brochu res.

Visiting colleges
An important part or any senior's college search is seeing the campus, which
often helps a student decide whether a
col lege is ri gh t for him . College visits
also allow college admission officers to
get to know the student and may help a
st udent get accepted to hi s college o r
choice. Many seniors use co llege days
during the ea rly months of the year to
visit a plethora o r colleges. Some popular cho ices are Unive rsity o f Arkansas,
Arkansas Tech, Uni versi ty of Dall as. and
Hend rix. Anton Hu bl ( 12 ) visited the
University of the Ozarks in December to
help him get a feel for what the school
was really like.
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Exotic Locales!
Alicante, Spain, shown right, is
home to both Spanish teachers, as
weU as the center for study during the summer program.
ALicante is a city on the Eastern
coast of Spain, and is known as
'Toe Coastal Jewel of Spain."

Acce lera tion!
Subiaco is home to one of the best Spanish programs in Arkansas. The
students in this accelerated program study Spanish through a fonn of
immersion study. As technology is shrinking the world and bringing
cultures into closer contact, the knowledge of a foreign language can
prove to be quite usefuJ and often quite necessary. Mr. Jose Aznar,
creator of the program and language department head, said "This
program not only gives the students the opportunity to become fluent in
a foreign language, but also gives them the chance to acquire_ a double
major at the university level." The accelerated program immerses
students in the classroom by providing the students with up to three
classes in Spanish. By their junior year the students will be fully immersed in Spanish culture as they spend one month in Spain attending
a university. Left The students of the accelerated class - Charlie Ford,
Michael Freerksen, Cody Randall, Sebastian Scott, Erik Jakobs, and Ian
Myers enjoy lunch at the local Mexican restaurant, El Parian. While
dining the students are not allowed to speak in English but must
converse in Spanish.

Maestro uestro
Mr. Jose Aznar is the leader in
Subiaco's Spanish program. He
teaches many of the Spanish
classes at Subi as weU as several
at the University of the Ozarks.

iSpanish Accelerated!
Subi takes Spanish to a higher level
It's ne ws to m e.
The Accelerated students visit the
home of Mr. Jose Aznar to study,
play, and relax in a purely Spanish
environment Above: the students
take time out and watch a Spanish
news network.
Jan Myers
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I find translating literal
English into literal
Spanish the hardest
aspect.

I find learrung all the
verb tenses that don't
really exist literally in
the English language.

I am most excited by
the leammg aspect as
well as the interactions
with the Spanish
people.

I am most looking
forward to learning
about Spaln's culture,
and meeting some new
people.

created /Jy Cody Randall

I find rememberlng all
the verb conjugations
most difficult
I look forward to
experiencing Spain's
culture. and their
women, which better
live up to expectations!

Remembering all those
conjugations.
I am looking forward
to experiencing all that
Spain has to offer, and
learning Spanish will
be fun too.

Sata.nismo!
One of the many chaUenges given
to students in theacce1erated Spanish program is the task of making
an oral presentation over the class
material. Leh: Michael Freerksen
gives his presentation over
Satanismo in world religion.

Success!
Kyle Kordsmeier, a 2002 graduate, has enjoyed success with
Subiaco's Spanish program.
Kordsmeier has spent several of
his summers, including postgraduate, in Spain. Although not
in the new accelerated program,
Kordsmeier exemplifies what
Subi's Spanish students can accomplish.
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Left: The cast of "You're a Good
Man. Charlie Brov. n"prepare for
the challenge of a baseball game.
Standing aroundlheir leader Mark
Kiefer (Charlie Bro,,n) is Zac
Ste,, art ( 12), Thomas Lucier ( 11)
and Anton Hubl (12).

Right: Charlie Bro\vn played by
\lark Kiefer ( 11) !>lb do"'n for psychiatric help from Lucy. Emily
Thias of Paris played the precocious character of Lucy.

Bottom: Mr. Bruce Dersch. Mr.
Roy Goetz and Ian Myers ( 11) were
the musicians for the play ··You're
a Good Man, Charlie Brown:· Mr.
Dersch was also the director of the

Bottom: Thoma.s Lucier ( 11 )in a
solo ~cene as Snoopy. pretends 10
be the Great Red Baron fl}ing a
plane. Lucier seemed to enJoy his
role.

Ll
DRAMA

Performing Arts
"Lights, Camera, Action "
Top: Seniors Anton I lubl and Zac
StC\\art \\Ork behind 1hc scenes
on head sets during dress rehearsal. The dress rehearsal gi,es
cast and crC\\ and directors one
last chance to perfect the shO\\.

Zac Ste\\art: (12)
.. Standing in front
of an audience is
pretty hard to do,
but I was afraid of
messing up on the
opening night.'·

created by Jose Veli=

Anto n Hubl
'·I think the
hardest thing I
had to do was to
go out on stage
and perform. "

Donald Goe tz (9)
"The hardest thing
was probably
memorising my
lines and actually
going out there
and performing
for the entire
school.•·

Kyle Wewers (9)
"Being in the tech
crew was a hard
thing to do. I was
afraid or messing
up.·•

Center: The spot light zeroed in on
an actor alone on stage. raul
Nocbels (9) was in charge of one of
the spotlights for the production.
The cast and crew had three full
performa nces- for the school, for
area schools and for the public.
Len: Productions do not happen with only the actors on stage. Many
others play significant roles. Ke\ in \Vcwers (9), Alex Schlu1er~rnn
(9),and Kyle \Vewers (9) were part of the tech crew for the pro~uct1on.
They \\-ere responsible for the lights The tech cre,\ \\a.s behind the
scenes doing much work. Like actors. they too had a script to follO\\ •
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Len: Mr. Roy GoetL, the band
director at Subiaco. '""as raised in
the country on the urper part of
the Black Ri\.cr. ,, ith the nearest
to" n being Leeper. Mo. His
parents owned a canoe rental
shop. Upon graduation from
Clearwater High School (in
Piedmont, MO), he started his
higher education at the Uni,·er•
si ty of Missouri and fini shed at
Lyon College (in Jonesboro) "ith
a Bachelor of Art in composition
and performance and went to
ASU Jonesboro for educal\on. lie
later continued his education at
St. Johns in Theology. He "as
ordained to the Diaconate in
1998. I-le has taught for I 7 years.
Standing with him is Brad Webb.
a sl ide guitarist who performed
with Blind Mi ssiss ippi Morris on
December 3 for an Arts Council

Right : ··on"ard Trojans. On"ard
Trojans. alma mater calb to you.
sons of Subiaco al'""ays stand .... :·
sang Sean \\right(I0) and Ta)lor
Copsy (10) \\h1le in Mr Oersch·s
~cond period class .
Belo" , \1r. Bruce Dersch is 1he
in1rep1d choir director. He ar•
raoges 1be performance:, for 1he
choi r. He is also a key member of
the Subiaco Arts Council and span•
sors man)' of the culturally enrich•
mg concerts.

Forte
Music, ho, such as charmeth sleepl-William Shakespeare

Brand on Kyle

It'

( II )
s One of the few
Subjects that you
don ' t learn out of
a book.

Right: Jacob Post ( 11) pla)!> the guitar in preparation for the "inter
concert before Chns1mas break. In the pcrfonnance he played 3 solo for
C•Jam Blues. Top: Charhe Ford takes a "ell--deser.ed rest after a brutal
practice.

In the arts, you
develop talents
you have and
learn di sc ipline
and self-control .
Working with
others is a major
part of the arts
and through this
you build skills
for the future.

( II )
The students can
develop creativity

and an appreciation for the talents
of others. This is
especially true for
the band and

choir because of
the sense of

broaden our
horizons and learn

to express ourselves in new
ways .

teamwork built by
the excellent
teachers.
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emors Brian Hunter. Jacob Schluterman.
and Jae Hong Choi \\Olch as i\lrs. Joann
Lynch \\orM a problem on the board m
the AP. Calculus class

r--- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---1

Many students choose to be in advanced placement classes or A.P. classes. but why would
1hey?

To challenge !heir mind.

Juniors Cody Randall. John
Cauldwell. and Hunter Spears
read) their burettes to titrate a
solution 1n A.P. Chemistry.

The A.P.

classes offer a wide variety of learning oppor-

1uni1ies 1ha1 challenge 1he mind.

Also 1hese

classes can help \\ith college tuition because

high scores on A.P. 1ests 1aken in May allow a
student to clep out of a college-level course.
saving him 1he cost of a 3-hour course. Good
scores on A.P. te ts can influence a college·s
decision to av,,.ard scholarships. A.P. courses

offered at Subiaco are A.P. Stati 1ics. A.P. .S.
History. A.P. Calculus. A.P. English. A.P. Biology, A.P. Chemislry and A.P. Physics.
r;.._.:;.._ _ _ _ _ _...;;:::;...,;,;...,;

Classes
Taking learning to the next level

J un Yoon ( 12)
I choose 10 lake
A.P. classes

Ross James ( I I )
Because I got put
here because my

because I want to

expand my mmd.

Pablo Flores (12) \\Orks a calculus
problem in the A.P. Calculus Class.
Mrs. Joann Lynch often has stu•
dents work problems on the board
to further their understanding of
the material.

don·t have 10 cake
them in college

schedule made
me.

take them in my

first couple yea rs
of college.

and also to save

money in college.
Brian lluntcr ( 12) and Jun Sung
Yoon (12) look at scum from the
fish tanks under microscopes in
A.P. Biology.
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created by Ren Oslica
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Literary Festival
Gree.nbe~
The second annual lite~ary symposi~r_n was a grea t success. The featured speaker, Paul
any questioJ1-.._
talk~ to ~tudents outside of the offmal symposium and mad e himself available for
tie.
Subiaco
a
Greenberg
Mr.
presented
president,
Council
Student
as
Patrick Hickey,

Stud ents s tarted the year by attending the senior ring ceremony.
AU s tudents assembled in the
church to watch the blessing and
receiving of the rings.

You' re A Good Man!
The Duct Tape Theatre practiced
fo r most of the first semester to
prepare "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown." Zac Stewart (12)
took the role of Schroeder in the
play. Zac has performed in many
plays in the past four yea.rs.

The first special assembly held
this year was the V.I.P (dangers
of drunk driving awareness presentation), which featured three
speakers from Oklahoma.

Special Assemblies
Rain Man
Brother Anselm Allen has served
as Subiaco's volun teer weather
observer for 38 years. This year
Brother Anselm received the prestigious John Compani us Holm
Award for his exceptional service
to the National Weather Service.

Cockadoodle Doo
The Blues Concert held on December 3 provided some change from
the normal classical music concerts. The two Blues singers sang
songs like ''little Red Rooster" and
" Beale Street." The featured Blues
musicians, Blind Mississippi Morris and Brad Webb, gave a charismatic performance.
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Ernesto
~~-try Bryant(12)
C tked the Blues
Saldivar(ll)
lhncert most out of My favorite special
e various assemassembly was
b1·
when the Arkansas
C 1es. The Blues
Oncert gave us a
Symphony played
chance to be exin the Walter
Po5e(j to a different
Auditorium. I
enjoyed listening to
~ .Pe of music
1
des classical.
the symphony and
consider it a great
experience.

Nick Stuth (10)

I enjoyed the VTP
assembly. It gave
us students a
chance to see
people who had
been affected by
drunk drivers and
to hear their
stories.

Brad Oglevie (9)
My favorite
council was when
the two violinists
came to sd100I. It
was my favorite
because I enjoy
classicaJ music.
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\V ood"or kin g
Michael Gaskell {9) "as one of
about six student!> who spent the
day m the v.orkshop learning ho"
to turn ,, ood to create a shape
before creating a final product.
\13ny students enJoy this craft and
go of the create wood craft items
like bowls.

Leaming Beyond

\tr. Greg Timmerman was one of
the coaches ,, ho took a large section of the student body down to
the Green Room for a day of Cajun
cooking.

Renaissance Days teach skills and crafts

., Mr. Roy Goei-,
Renais sa nce Da ys
are a great break
from our ro utin e
ao d an opportu nity
lo lea rn outside the
classroo m. The
days also give the
teachers an oppo rtunity to explore
areas beyond their
normal area of
instruction."

Bottom: Jack Ca uld we ll (12) displays annor he has created in the
chainmail classes. His large piece
of body armor IOok a lot of patience and severa l classes.

Righi: Ian \lyers ( 11) and Scott
Vitro ( 11) check the temperature
of the oil in CaJun cooking down
by the field house. During this
time students prepared the food
that they ate for lunch that day.

tunny to paint eggs 1n a course
offered by Br. Jeremy called
Ukranian egg pamtmg. Students
followed a process ,vhcrc they
used "ax to make designs on an
egg.

created by Jose Veli::

go-carts, lase r tag
and bumper boats,
but I also expected
th em to ga in some
kn ow ledge and
ap precia ti o n of
aviation at the
airplane museum."

" We visited the
Mid-America
Sc ie nce Mu se um
in Hot Sprin gs.
The st ud ents
lea rn ed about
physica l and ea rth
scie nce. This was
done by ' hands
on ' a ppli cation,
demonstration ,
observat io n, and
experiment. "

Several students display eggs
that they waxed and painted
through. II took a couple of hours
for the eggs to finish. The studen ts
show th eir creat ivity.

Top: Br Jude Schmitt shows students ho" 10 i.hapc a piece of wood
on a "ood IUmer. Woodtuming
v.as an ac11,1lv offered. Students
had the oppo..;unity to do designs
on pieces of wood.
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Father Hugh
.. Renaissance Day
sho uld not be just
a goo f-off day, or
totally a fun day,
or a boring day.
There should be
some work a nd
some effort
involved as well
as some interest
shown in what
one has signed
for."

• n Subiaco Academy, there are
many clubs to aid in improving
the mind and character of a person and the community of Subiaco.
These clubs exist for many reasons: to
promote cultural awareness, to
heighten religious awareness, to explore the depths of the mind and
creativity, to assist and enlighten visitors, to take challenges and dares, to
help the community study, or to distribute the news and memories.
Choosing to be a member of a club
opens the door to many opportunities. Those who enter the door find
the rewards plentiful.

l
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Nationa l
Honor
Society

Ouiz Bowl

Brian
#

H unter (12) sits in
the vending area
du ring lu nch to
collect money fo r
a d ress down day.
The money was

given to Community Outreac h
Services in Paris
to hel p the needy
d uring the C h rist-

j10st of the members of the Quiz Bowl team are young; in
act. there are no seniors on the team and few juniors. The
1arn expects to be greatly improved in fu tu re years with
t 15 }'ear as a learning year.

Pablo Flores
(12) "h gives
me the
opportunity to
help other·
students with
their work

L u i s
Manjarrez
(12) lthink il"s
a good thing bl,._
causeitgive;me
the opportunitv
to give something back to the
school."

Michael

Whal
is yoLI
opiniO
abot1 1
beingi
membf
oftht'

"We are having to rebuild

our team this yea r because the entire Q.B. team gradu·
ated last year," said sponsor Mrs. Alane Freerksen.

Lucier (11), Donald Goetz (9),

Mark Keifer (11 }, Patrick
Richards (10}, Chri stop he r
Rehm (9) andJohn Zagursk.ia.

3rd Row: Bnan H~nter, Andrew Eubanks, Jack Willems, Jeffrey Rehm, Jeff Sharum, Dav id
Hunter, Jesus Ortiz. Back Row. Taz Johnson, Paul Gregs, Harry Brvant, Jack Cauldwell
•
'

Dakota Tumer (9)
Aviation and Boys
Scouts. I have seen
these ques ti ons
come up; however,
their answers are
often inaccura te.

Jared Schlutennan
(9) I do not have a
field of expertise. I
knmv a little about
evervthing. I an·
swer several ques•
tions pe r gume but
they areu!-;uallym.,t
rel~ted to one an•
other.

NHS
club
at
SubiaC

Christopher Rehm
(9) ~ y best field is
mythology l'\·e
read thn.,ediffe rent
versions of Greek
mythology.

Stuth (11) ·1

Front Row: Andy Koch, Scott Vitro, Tuan Vu, Michael tuth, Nick Stuth, Pablo Flores. 2nd
ROW'. Stephen Short, Jacob Post, Eric Jakobs, Luis Manjarrez,Craig Fox, Ernesto Sa ldivar.

Members of the quiz bowl are
Jared Schluterman(9), Thomas

think it helps out
thestudentbod •{
on the work th;t
they need help
on. It has helpt..'d

What is
your
best
field of
knowledge?

?•

Chad Komp, Bree Schluterman, Gustavo Flores.

Student Gouncil

EJ TaylorHarris ( 12 )
_,..o help out mv
cl

~

I v.anl to
mu:c thi 1a t
year J good om:

for me and m)
Ca,

\' i C IO r
'.\lendoza
( 10) ~1 v.Jntcd

o get involved
w th the st:hOOI

pee

I) my

a,.

\ldo Ri,era
(10 ) • I \\.tnl to

hclpoulm)' cl
and 1t s m oppor

tum I) to how m)

leadership.
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Why
did you
run
for a
position
on the
Student
Council

?•
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Front row: Ernesto Saldi\·ar,
Tuan Vu, Michael Hickey.Nick
Stuth, Aldo Rivera,JesusOrtiz,
Paul Gregs. Middle Row:
Christian Ru.st, Patrick Hickey,
Jack Cauldwell, Scott Vitro,
Andres Ramirez, Harry Bryant,
Luis \fanjarrez, EJ Taylor-Har•
ris. Back Row: Victor \1endoza,
ZacStewart, Andrew Eubanks,
Taz Johnson, Erik Jakobs,
Nathan Willems, A ndrew
Henkel, Justin Eckart, Jacob
Schluterman, Donald Goetz.

Executive Student Council: ZacStewart, Patrick Hi'ITuan Vu, Andrew Henkel, Taz Johnson.
1
Bottom left: Mr. Heath Spillers, sponsor along witl, r,.
1
Cheryl Goe_tz, attended meetings and supervised 111'
of the actinties sponsored by the Student Counci l.
,---------------·

Cod y Randall (11)
I fi nd working a\ a
cohc~ivc and pro•
ductin: team the
hardest a,pcctoflhis
problem

rnost
challenging

?•

Tony Miller (11)
The most challenging part of
Odyssey of the
Mi~disusingyour
brain ,rnd problem
soking to solve
the problem at
hand.
And rew Herrick
(12) The most cha I·
lenging aspt'Ct of
Odvs:-:.cy of the
Mind is working
with people I
wouldn't nor•
mally work with to
sol\'e the problem
a:; best we can.

Odyssey
oithe
Mind
New to Subiaco Academy is the competiti ve
academic activity called Odyssey of the Mind.
Members used crea tivity and critica l thinking
skills to work on a project for competition in
March.

Members: Jared Sch luterman (9), Tony MiUer (11), And rew Herrick (12),
Don Goetz (9), Drew Piechocki (11 ), Jeff Sharum (11).
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Jose \ eliz ( 12 )
""\.I)' family.
bcc,1usc \\ uhout a
family you
prnctkal/y can·1 do
an)lhing."

Tu:111 \'u ( 12)
"Tiic food,.
tradilion!-, music.
and famil) are
imp{1ssil:ilc for m~
to live ,, itJ1ou1. ..

Jun Sun~'\ oon

(12)
.. , couldn ' t possibly
li,c w1tht1u1 tJ1e
Korean mu::iic. ll"s
ju::it ,o smooth and
exciting.··

What
aspect of
your
culture
do you
find
hardest
to live
without

Luis ManjarrcL { I :?)has been m\'0hed in CASAall four yea~ of
his enrollment, f"or 1woycars Lu is
served as president of CASA and
has O\ erseen the various yearly
project.-.. This year the club created 1wch e large banners. Each
banner proudly displayed the culture of its creators and was displayed in the ga llery of the PAC.

Gl\Sl\ Glob
The CASA c lub is dedicated 10 cn li uhtcnine. the s1udi:rtl
nboutculturcs ofthci r pcers. CASA is s'"upcr. 1s;d byCh3riJr,
Rush as has been a Subiaco tradition since 1996.

Daniel Mi11er (11)
I am in rapdling to
learn how to climb
and how to perform
search and rescue
operations

RappellinJi Glob . . .

The Rappelling Club develops search and rescue techniques as ,~,e~ as ~1mbmg, nav1?3tional, and hiking techniques. The rapelling club ofte~ we~t on hiking tnps and rapellin~
trips on Mt. Magazine. Club members include Darnel MLllcr, Mr. Tommy Humphreys,
Paul Marsden, Tuan Vu and Ren Oslica.

Tad Alford (10) I
am in rapelling ~
cause ii is super·wickcd and it is
better than dC1ing
nothing in P.E.

CASA t-.·lembcrs: Richard Chen ( 10). Sun Bae (I 1). Jat:C
( 12).Jun Yoon ( 12), ShouChich Lee( 12).Crisiian PalaLuel
(10), Gustavo Flores(! I ). James Randa ll (\I). Willard \\I
( 12). Jose 010 ( 12). Agustin Zorrilla (9). Oscar Lum ti
Ernesto Saldivar( 11 ). Eduardo Va ldez ( 12). Mauricio Gorf
(9). Jesus Ort iz ( 11). Cesar Garcia ( 10), Luis Manjam:zl 1·
Jose Veliz( 12), E.J. Taylor-Harris ( I:?), Tuan Vu ( 12). p,1Florc::i

Paul ",1ar.;den (11)

H gh Angle is a
greatcla~. \'\'ehave
fun rapelling and
climbing while at
the ....ame time hav•
ing an opportunit"y
to enjoy the beauty
l,f Arkansas first
hand.

?•
Eduardo Valdez
(12)
"I participated in
the AMUN's
Econom.ic and
Finance Commit11..>e, in addition to
being Subiaco's
Head Delegate."
Brad Oglevie (9)
"l attended the
Social Humanitarian Committee at the
A~IUN,"

8 ..1. \Joore (9)
''I \\·orked as pan
oflhc 5<'1Cial
lluman1tarian
C(luncil during the

\.1odcl U.N

Team members who attended the first conference held a t University o f Arkansas at Conway
were Eduardo Valdez (12), 8.J. Moore (9), James Randall (11 ), and BradOglevie (9).
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rappelling
club

?•

Bl11e

Model UN.
Right: Cody Randall participates in a n
unm.od~rated caucus discussing the g lobal
traff1ckmg o f women a nd children in the
ECOSOC committee.

Why
do
you
choose
to be in
the

conforcncc.··

Willard Wilks (12)
I am a member of Blul'
Arrov, becau!'>e I Fit the
criteria of a true Subiaco stud,:nt, and I am a
positi\'e role model.

Which
committee
did you
participate
in
during the
AMUN
conference

Why
do
you
choose
to be
in
Blue
Arrow

?• ?•

Tuan Vu (12) I belie\'c
I make the school better through Blue Arrow,bt.-causcit puts me
in the po-.ition as an
ambassador of the
school to others

...J._.-L------....1

L.....

Erik jakobs (11) gives a tour to
fifth graders from the surrounding parochial schools of Arkansas. This yearly event exposes
many students to Subiaco Abbey
and Academy. Blue Arrow memhers act as tour guides for the day.

Scott Vitro (11) To !-et
an example for the
younger students and
toser.·emycommu.nit\'
in a more whole wa\'
than just dorm life. ·
Back row: Willard Wilks, Finley Ledbetter, Erik jakobs, John Gourlay, Taz
Johnson, EJ Taylor-Harris, David Hunter. Middle row: Ryan Cravens,
Stephen Short, Luis Manjarrez, Stan Swanson. Bottom row: Scott Vitro, ·ick
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Stuth, Tony Miller, Tuan Vu.
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Benet Glub

PJ\X starr

Benetions: Patrick Richards (10), Brad Oglevic (9),
\iichaet Gaskell (9), Nick Stuth (10), CharJje Sanderson

CodyWri~htlll)

I ltnd computer
ktlh lO be \Cr)
ncce~,nry m com-

1101, Tuan Vu (121, Erik Jakobs (11), Scott Vitro (111,
WiJJard Wilks (121, and Michael Stuth (10).

posing the year

oook.

Wh,1

Jostens' representati\'e Randy Joe
Hamilton explains a Power Paste

command on the Pagemaker prer
gram
that together.
staffers used to put the
yearbook
._. . . ..__ _ _ _ __

Ren O!:ilka I 11
I ha,,c lound
lhmugh tht: cou~

of the year thal
communu:atmn h

the

KC)'

lo ,uc1..-r,,

m m.il.:mg a time
kss yearbook.

('odyRandall(11)
A good eye tor ac,la)OUI nd

are
the
skill~
most
need€'
in
year·
boo1'

thCl iL'

computer sli.111-,.

Staff Members of the PAX are Andrew Henkel (121, Cody Randall (I II, Cody Wright (111,
Jose Veliz (121 and Ren OsLica (11)

Drew
Piechocki (1 l)
I try o find
whal C\ ent

out
are
going to happ~'l
soon and ho\lo the)
rel te to studenl
life

Justin Eckart
{ 12)1

tr) 10

think

t.. fa "hiry lha1

would

t

ho1h intere,tmg

and nfonnau\c for
my ic lov, ~dent:-..

How do

you
choose a
topic for
a news

story

ln connection with the Literary Sympo.:-ium held in November, a journalist was in\'ited to speak to classes about
the ethics of journalism. Mr.
Bvron Tate, executive editor of
the Times Record in Fort Smith,
speaks with student joumali~t
Ernesto Saldivar after class.

Bottom Jeft:The Benet Club

takes an annual retreat to the
Marylake Monastery. Patrick
Richards (10) and John
Zagurski (9) go canoeing at
Marylake.
Below: Nick Stuth enjoys the
annual Benet Club Christmas
party.

C)

Willard Wilks (12)
"The Benet Club
has broadened my
horizons on
monastic life, and
has taught me to
understand and
Joye god on a more
intimate level.,.
Scott Vitro (11)
"The Benet Club
has brought me
a fuller understanding od my
faith and the
friends I have in
Christ."
Michael Stuth (10)
"It has taught me
more about my
religion as well as
others'"

?•

Periscope
starr

What
have

you
learned
from

your
interactions
with the
Benet
Club

?•

l\ltar Servers

Staff members: Harry Bryant (12), Willard Wilk:; (. 1;
Tony ~iller (11), Justin Eckart (12), Ernest? 5a1d 1
(I I), Bree Sc.hluterman (12), Drew Piechocki (11), ·'
Eric Fortune (11)

\,.I

Why

Michael Becker (9)
"I serve because I
feel ifs God's call.
That's pretty much
it.

do

you
choose
to
be

The Boarder Group: Andres
Ramirez (10), Sebastian Scott (11),
Scott Vitro (11 ), and
Thomas
Lucier(11) with Fr. Timothy
L,__ _...,:;,::;;J..,_ _ __...._ _, Donnelly and Br. Mel Stenson.

Michael Strobel (11)
"I serve because I like
to be active in my
religi<.1n.

an

altar
server

Harry Bryant
()2) lcbooo:,e\l,hatcver 1... making new

or something rele, nt o us \.1yed1ls

;1.IJO\\

me 10

press m) opm1on
1 contru\ emu.I
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Clubs

top-

?•

Jack Willems (11)
·•t serve because
Fr. Hugh asked
me to one dav
and I enjoy il."
The Day Student Group: Donald Goetz (9), Jacob Schluterman (12), ~bbot
Jerome Kodell, Marcus Wewers (10), Michael Strobel (11), and Qumton
Schluterman (9).

Created by Cody Ra11dnll - C/11bs
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• nvolvement in athletic activities
-participating or spectating- is an
aggregate part of the Subiaco life
style. Sports provide a diversion from
the classroom-oriented learning and
expand the body. They help to relieve
the stress caused by the methodical
schedule. Sports teach the concept of
working together to accomplish a goal
and the importance of unity. They
evoke a sense of pride in school and
community. Even the student in the
stands benefits from the sporting
events. Watching the activities conjures up the spirit and envelopes the
spectators into combatants' world.

Z

Sports
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Kick 'e m hi gh

LeT's
Build

Junior Ian Myers kicks off as the
defensive line rushes forward.
Myers averaged.nearly 33 yards for

each kick off for the season.
Humidity facto r
The August 29 Orange-and-Blue
scrimmage was a test of abilities
and of endurance. Players like
Dustin Corley (11) got a good taste
of the draining effect of August
heat. Corley was a first-year player
and student from Paris.

'03-04 Trojans
field a young team

Coach
Kenneth
Stovall in

his first year
as head

football
coach said,
"We were a
young team,
and I am
very
encouraged
about our
future."

For some the football season was not a
success; after all, the record was 2-8. It
was a rebuilding season as most of the
defense was lost to graduation. Coach
Kenneth Stovall recognized the efforts
of his young team. "We took our
lumps, but the kids never quit. ... "
ln the top eight rushers for the season,
only one senior name is listed. The
punters and kickers were underclassmen. Even the quarterback position
was a testing ground for the next year
as three underclassmen saw time at
the helm.
If the players return next year, Coach
Stovall feels the team has a good chance
to be successful next year.

What d'ya think?
Fourth•year
coach
Greg
Timmerman speaks with captain
and quarterback TazJohnson dur·
ing scrimmages. The cooler sum·
mer weather made two•a·days a
little less frustrating and difficult.
"'03--04 Senior High Trojan Football
Row 1: CodySchlutennan,Andres Ramirez, Scott Vitro, Marcus Wewers, Neal SchJuterman.

Row 2: Coach Kenneth Stovall, Coach Greg Timmerman, John Cauldwell, Justin Eckart,
Anton Hubl, manager Nathan Schluterman, Coach Robert Pugh.
Row 3: Manager Hayden McDonald, Andy Koch, Andrew Eubanks, Chris Christenson
Charlie Ford, Sean Wright.
Row -l-: Dustin Corley, Ian Myers, Chad Komp, Chris West, Jack Wi1Jems, Taz Johnson.
Row 5: Bree Schluterman, Ryan Bradley, Chris Arnold, Patrick Richards, Sebastian Scott,
Brian Hunter.

Atkins O -19
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Lamar 2 - 0

Lea di ng us on
. J!s
Three juniors were recognized for their football slo 1
as members of the River Valley Dream Team: RY:~
Bradley, Ian Myers, and Andy Koch. All three hi!
played Trojan football for three years.

Gravette 7 - 29

Paris 47 - 19

Mansfield O - 35

Up, Up and Away
Sophomore Sean Wright throws a
pass . Wright spent more time on
the receiving end, though, catch·
ing nine passes for the season.

Greenland 6 - 40

Waldron 13 - 41

5-T - R-E - T-C - H

In a scramble for the ball du.ring a
junior varsity game, Chris Arnold
tries to cover a loose ball. Arnold
had one interception for the year.

West Fork 6 - 20

Ozark 7 - 41

Sports
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Senior members of the footbaJI
team were Taz Johnson, Jacob
Schluterman, Justin Eckart, Bree
Schluterman, Anton Hubl, Willard
Wilks and Brian Hunter.

Junior Andy Koch carried the ball
36 times for the season, earning
123 yards. He also caught two
passes on the season.

The Pa rents Associa tion
does many good things for
the student body. One of
those is the creation of a
Pride banner for the team
to run through at the start
of home games.
Volunteer jobs are often
thankless, and seldom
are efforts praised.
Cheerleading is one of
those jobs. For the game
aga inst Greenland, Andrew Henkel, Harry
Bryant and Wi ll a rd
Wilks led the student
body.

Because of the explosive nature of
the job, adults have been in cha rge
of the "BOOM" which announces
all Trojan touchdowns. Two volunteers prepare a blast.

For Brian, the greatest thing about
football is the teamwork. His favorite
highlight of the Waldron game was
running down Keamey. He also
enjoyed his interception against Atkins.
If he had to do aU again, he would
make more tackles.
Anton's pre-g
calm and not g
out his oppo
growling. If h
he would play
feels the greates

Making it all happen

th

Teamwork! Working together we can get the job done.

Bree's game highlights include beating
Lamar 2-0 in the rain and cold weather
and playing Ozark because it was his
last football game ever

If Justin could do it all over again in
football, he would work out harder and
longer. The greatest things about
football are the lessons learned and the
teamwork. And don't forget the fun.
His favorite memory will be beating
Paris four times.

created by Mrs. Fox

Chris Christenson, a sophomore, scored three touchdowns for the sei1So'
and carried the ball 58 times for over five yards per carry.

1

Andres Ramirez (10) works
for the junior high game
·ne. Ross James and
isic often helped.
lip the· Cordon Kim (11) helps clean
liatne_ ':~cession stand after a home
1 Up · Paul Edmonston helped
an d clean up for most games.

The Friday night ballgame
does not happen wi th only
the coaches and the players
sho win g up. Th e re are
many who contribute to the
game. Student volunteers
man several posts. They
collect a ttheadmissiongate,
they create and distribute
programs,they sell shirts
and souvenirs for the Shirt
Shop. There are team manage rs and ball boys. Some
work the chain gan g.

Off the field , students are
working too. The announcer Mr. Gary Kinney
often has two or more students spotting for him up in
the booth. Others are above
the booth manning the cameras a nd recording the
game. Most games there
a re two to four students
helping out in the concessionstand. When all of these
positions are filled , the game
goes on.

There are other behind-thescene people. The Parents
Association has taken on the
burden of stocking and running the concession stand.
Many hours of work go into
getting it ready and then
cleaning the area . Br .
Adrian Strobel is a steady
member of the Friday night
team as he has taken statistics for the games since the
early '70s.

Sports
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Building
a Team

Right:#56 Sean Flynn breaks up a
tackle from two Magazine opponents.

A fresh group of players, new faces, and
new talent. Each year the junior high
football team has to adjust to the new
team. Starting practice from the first day
of school, these freshmen learn to play
together as a team in less than a month.
Coach Robert Pugh said, "The challenge is
taking a group of complete strangers and
transforming them into a TEAM." With
only a few practices before the first game,
they must work hard. Some players come
to football practice for their first time ever
of playing football . Together they learn to
play the great game of football. The young
team fielded each year is the future for the
Trojans.

Coach

Robert Pugh
said, "I
always
measure the
freshmen

football
season on
how much
we improve."

Tope
Water Break!!
Head Coach Robert Pugh calls
for a huddJe.

It's time to recoup and regroup.
Alex Martinez and
Coran
Langston wait out the final minutes before tthe start of the sec-

78

ond half.

created by Jose Veliz

t, •
Check thjs out
Christian Rust (22) and John Zagurski (63) folio.,."' l L
running play and stay focused on the footbal l

ach Robert Pugh, And rew Reeves, A ex
ute rman, Paul Noebe ls, A lex
ug SchJuterman.
w: Kevin Wewers, Cody Corley, Coran Langston, Je ff Thomas, Na than
hn Tra n, Kyle Wewers.
Christian Rust, Sean Maness, Ho lden Glass,John Zagurski, Jared Schluterman,

Sports
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Trojans Reaching for the Sky
With Their Unsurpassed

The starting five of the Trojan basketball team sits on the bench senior night waiting for the game to
begin.

ALTITUDE
Coach Tim
Tencleve, in
his twentieth
year as head

coach of the

senior high
team, said,
'This is the
youngest
team we've

put on the
floor, but

Willard Wilks (12) goes for a layup in the pre-game warm-up
against Booneville. Willard was
known for his intense, dramatic
playing style.

The Trojans are renown for their basketball talent and ability. Th.is reputation, of
course, did not come without hard work,
through trial and error. Many players,
past and present, can testify to the work
needed for success. The '03-'04 Trojans
started the season with high hopes; after
all, they often had a height advantage
over many of the teams that they played.
However, the Trojans were young this
year. The starting five consisted of three
juniors and two sophomores. Of those
five, three were first-year Trojans, new to
the program and in need of time to de-

velop team cohesion.

they ha,·e a

lot of
potential."

Peter Tran (10) looks for John
Gourlay in the lane. Peter, new to
the basketba!J team, proved to be
a useful addition as a guard.

The Mighty Trojans!
Alexi Rivera (12), Ross James (11), Jack

CauldweU (12), Willard Wilks (12), Finley
Ledbettec (10), Sunday Uti (10), John Gourlay
(11), Chad Komp (11), Antonio Grubisic (11),
Peter Tran (10), David Hunter (10), and Victor

Mendoza (10).
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Arms Up, Everyone!
Finley Ledbetter (IO) and Antonio
Grubisic (1 1) talk about how they

intend to execute a defensive play.

Jack Cauldwell (12), Andres
Charur (10), David Hunter (10),
and Alexi Rivera (12) warm up
before the Booneville game by
throwing the ball off the
backboard.

Chad Komp(ll) waits for the rebound whil e Victor Mendoza (10)
shoots the rock.

Sports
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Making the Difference

Sr. High Basketball
Us

Them

L. R. Catholic 52
61
Pottsville
Charleston
62

44

Boonenille

36
52
71
73
62
36
52
48
42
60
71
47
46
0

Greenland
Waldron
Paris
Ozark

Byron Adams 39
Dallas Plano E.54
F.S. Northside 33
Waldron
65
Paris
71
40
Springdale
Ozark
39
Southside
46
Park Hill S.
61
McGehee
54
West Fork
63
Mansfield
20

West Fork

Mansfield
Booneville
Greenland
Mansfield
Ozark
Berryville
Gravette
Ozark

Osceola

Us
63
59
84
48
53
57
44
49
69

so
44

48
76
49
48

Moms Who Care

Them
41
48
49
39

Subiaco Academy h~s a long history of great basketball.
Through all of the tnals and tnumphs, one thmg must be
remembered: without the volunteers and workers our home
games wou ld not be possible. The parents _have helped
immensely this year by working the concession stand and
preparing the food. Every home game sees at least three area
parents in the concession stand before, durmg and after all
home games.
Students are also a large part of the success of any game.
Usually three to five students help to man the concess,on
stand. Team managers perform several tasks: keep wa ter,
tape and towels ava ilable and run errands for coaches.

44

so
39
35
28
38
39
36
59
36
66

the starting five

ings.

Playing Paris and Ozark, Antonio said,
brings something special out of the
players and the student fans. Like
most of the team, he was not content
with just winning conference and the
district tournament. He enjoys
watching Europeans run the NBA.

Top: Cooch Tim Tencleve calls a timeout to regroup the de
gameplan

ferisi''L

7

Coach Tencle\'e has been with the Subiaco Trojans since 19&1- He l~a!'i:r:wins and 197 los~. He has coached five Trojan teams to regional c ,.i
and made it to the state semi·finals twice.

Top T

th~ ~o ammy ~luterman and Enesto Sa ldi va r (11) work
11Secess1on stand.
~ry Bryant (12) played basketball as a freshman but has
I th
liar e last three years on the sideline as team manager.
()Ut ~has dedicated much of his time, from home games to
of --sta te games, to helping the Trojans. He wrot~ ma ny
game articles fo r the local paper and the Periscope.

Ii

Middle: Coach Kenneth Stovall, Mr.
Gary Kinney, and Coach Robert Pugh
each had jobs at the score table. Mr.
Kinney was well known as the Voice of
the Trojans.
Bottom: Mrs. Robin Schluterman, in
her duties at the gym, goes "way be·
yond the caU of duty," according to
Coach Tim Tencleve.

,ht!
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Charleston 37-39 Booneville 30-46 Paris 32-29 Charleston 31-36 Scranton 37-2-1 Waldron 32-30
Ozark 41-38 West Fork 24-54 Booneville 27-33 Clarksville 29-35 Trinity 17-47 Greenland 33-41
Waldron 34-29 Ozark 28-43 Mansfield 38-30 Ozark 29-36 Dardanelle 31-55 Mountainburg 32-26

~eamWork
The young junior high team had to learn
their positions and learn to get along with
their feUow Trojans. Learning to play as a

Lets' go out th e re ............. ..
Head Coach Greg Timmerman calls the team to
show them the play he wants to run when they
get out on the floor. Whether on offense or
defense, there was a play to follow.

team m a small amount of time indicated

the success this junior high team had to
show. "This year's freshman team contin"What we

are looking
for in our
student
athletes is
dedication
and commit-

ment. \.Vhen

we get these
two

ingredi-

ents, all
aspirations
and dreams

can become

reality."
Coach Greg
Timmerman

ued to make great strides as the season
progressed. I have been pleased to watch
these young men grow physicaUy and men-

tally asbasketbaU players," said head coach
Greg Timmerman. Through the season the
team showed improvement.

The junior high Trojans came out with several players with alot of potential. Michael
GaskeU, at center, was the biggest man on
the floor and was counted on to provide
most of the scoring. Guards David Tran
and Jeff Thomas learned some ball handling skills that they will need as senior
high ball players. Coran Langston and
QuintonSchlutermandeveloped theirpassmg and shooting skills to contribute to the
team effort.

Junior High Trojan Basketball Team 2003-200-I
Front Row: Alex Schlutennan, B.j. ~loore, Bi Sahlim, Oa\'id Tran

\1iddle Row: Simon Cortez,Chris Gatti.!. Jeff Thomas, John Tran
Back Row: Sean \.1aness, Quinton Sch1utennan, \11ichael C,1skell, Christian Rust

Jared SchJuterman

'

tli'-'
"Jump Ball, Jump Ball, Get it, Get it!!!"
\111chacl Gaskell, for the Tro}<lns, prepares to tip off if1
ball to open the game against Trinity. Gaskell (#J.l) ,
the _center was one of the key players for the yo!J.'1~
Tro1an team.

"Hands Up"
Michael Gaskell goes to the line to
shoot free throws. Although the
season did not show many w ins,
lotsoffundamentalswercleamcd.
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Above: David Tran (#5) was another fast player for the team.
above he sets in hls position as a
formation waiting for the play to
happen.
Coach Chris Pickarts was the assistant coach for the trojans. He
gives a brief speech to the team
before time runs out.

Sports
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The Team
1
Back Row: Andrew Herrick (12), Brandon Copsy (11), Jae Choi (12), Eric Fortune (11), ErikJakobs (11), Jlll
Yoon (12), Jeff Sharum (II)
Front Row· Rodrigo Trevino (11), Gustavo Fontes (11), Taylor Copsy (10), Ryan Cra,•ens

International Acclaim
Jun Sung Yoon was one of four international students on the team. Shown
here he practices his serve.

A New Addition
Erik Jakobs, a new addition to the
tennis team placed well this year
winning earning himself a seat in
the state tournament.

Fresh Faces
Brandon Copsy was not only a
new addition to the tennis team
but to the Academy as well. Brandon was one of six new players to
joi.n the team this year.

To State or Bust
Rodrigo Trevino played very well
this year placing at the regional
conference and moving on to state.

Trojan Tennis
The Trojans' triumph in fall's newest sport.

Double Trouble
This year our doubles teams
placed well Erik Jakobs and
Rodrigo Trevino placed second
in region in doubles. Above: Jae
Choi and Jun Yoon practice in a
doubles match.
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Eric Fortune. a two-year tennis
player, greatly improved his
game this year, making him a
valuable addition to the team.
He was one of four players to
place at the regional level.

Gustavo Fontes (11)

ft Gustavo was a new student
Su~~ Culiacan, Mexico. Many of
taco's best tennis stars hailed
from Culiacan.

Jeff Sharum (11)
Jeff Sharum is a hvo-year junior
from Ft. Smith. Jeff could often
be seen practicing tennis with
classmate Drew Piechocki.

Jae Choi (12)
Jae Hong Choi is a three-year
senior from Korea. He has
played tennis every year of his
attendance.

Jose Soto (12)
Jose was a major player in last
years tennis conference,
however, this year Jose was
ineligible for conference games.

Sports
created by James Randall
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , . - - - - - , El Ca pitan
Team Captain Zac Stewert was a

decisive leader during the season.
He was in charge of many defensive decisions and kept many of
the newer players in check.

Ernesto Saldivar (11)
Ernesto participated in the soccer
program last year as an important
member of the JV team. This year

he moved up to varsity.

Jose Veliz(U)
Jose has played Subiaco soccer for
all four years. This year he was
ineligible for conference games but
remains an important member in
non-conference matches.

Stop th at ba ll!
Eric Fortune was thestartinggoalie
defending the Trojans in the most
defensive position. Eric joined the
team mid-practice after completing a season of tennis.

Morgan was one of 7 freshmen to
participate in the program. Freshmen had a large place on the field
in th.is year's team.

A "Fresh"Lool<
at Soccer

Practice makes pe rfect
Monday through Thursday, 3:30
through 5:20, the Trojan soccer
players practiced to perfect their
game. Many veteran players lent
some of thier expierence to the
newer players.

Soccer season featured many
freshmen on the field.

Man jarrez Madn ess
Team captain Luis Manjarrez was
one of the most influential members of the team. His competitive
nature and constructive criticisms
were a tremendous help to the
team both on field and off.

Ju st a little Rusty
Christian Rust, number t3,
was an important addition to
this years team. Althougl1
Rust was merely a freshfll!l 11
he was often a s tarting meff1ber of the defensive lineup•

l'he Team
~ack_row: Thomas Lucier (11), Michael Lockwood (11), Jun Bum Park (9), Christian Rust (9), Patrick Hickey (12), Eric Fortune (11), Andrew
t errick (12), Morgan Welch (9), Mauricio Guerra (9), James RandaU (11), Cody Wright (11).
ront Row: Zac Stewert (12), Michael Becker (9), B.J. Moore (9), Pablo Flores (12), Ernesto Saldivar (11), Jose Veliz (12), Luis Manjarrez (12).
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"The feel of the mound under my
feet, the suspense of a 3-2 count,
watchlng a runner take a lead and
not knowing what might happen
next is what makes baseball extraordinary. BasebaU is a great
sport and if I could I wouJd play
for eternity." Nick Glasscock (10)

Here it comes!
Catcher Cesar Garcia (10), waits on
a pitch from Erik Jakobs.

Bring it in
With the season beginning in early
March, practices were difficult to
hold outside. Only in late February were they able to hit the field
for practice. Brandon Copsy (11),
\\'hothinksofbaseballasa "prized
possession," fields a throw into
third base.

'' I have been pitching for eight
~ea.rs and playing the sport for
have elve, but this is the first year I
d been on a team with so much
evotion to getting better. This
~ear •s going to be the first year
1
baseball will be a sport to be
Proud of." Erik Jakobs (11)

"I think we are going to be a
lot better than we were last
year. We have the potential
andthe talent to excel. All of
our positions are strong, but I
think our strongest will be the
pitching and the outfield."
Dustin Corley (11)

"In high school basebalJ, pitching
plays a big role in success. This
year we have more depth on the
mound than ever. With the skill
at this position, the outlook of
the season seems to be more
promising than in years past.
Jacob Schluterman (12)

"The great thing about baseball
is that it is a team effort. If
someone makes a diving catch,
the team makes an out. If
someone hits a home run, the
team gets a run. The players
play not for themselves but for
the team.'' Justin Alva.rez (10)

One for all
The value of playing a team sport is the
unity and dependence on each other. Cooperation and concern for a group are valuable
lessons. Many team members play not for
personal glory but for the good of all. It is a
lesson learned often and well at Subiaco.

'04 Baseball te.a.m
Back row: Coach \.1ike Berry, Nick Glasscock (10), Frederick Black (10), ErikJakobs (11), Brandon Copsy (11), BrecSchluterman (12),Sebastian
Scott (11), Paul \.logendi (10), Taylor Copsy (10), Taz Johnson (12), Jacob Sch luterman (12), Coach Darin Corley
Front row: Cody Corley (9),Justin Alvarez (10), Nick Stuth (10), Nea l Schluterman (10), Teddy Jun (10), Juan Dejesus (10), Cesar Garcia (10),
Dustin Corley (11), Sean Wright (10)

DATE - OPPONENT - SCORE
4-0
March 1 Clarksville
1-18
March 2 Dover
9-5
March 8 Ozark
7-11
March 9 Atkins
March 11 Clarksville
March 16 Waldron
March 16 Ozark
March 16 Paris
March 16 Booneville
Greenland
April 1
Waldron
April 5
April 13 West Fork
Mansfield
April 14
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ln 2003 Scott Vitro (11) qualified
for state as a member of the 4 x 8
rellay team.

As a longdinstance runner, Cody
Schluterman (10) trains to bring
up his indurance. Cody qualified
for state his freshman year.

10
Head Coach Robert Pugh, Dustin Corley (11) and Chris Arnold < ]
discuss stategy before the start of the first meet of the year, at ttl
indoor track meet in Fayattev ille.

The Drive for Success

Going the distance

In its second year, the golf team spotlighted some of the most talented players in district.
Four players teed off at district and one player, Michael Lockwood (11) went on to the state
tournament. "Lockwood was the key in winning," said fellow golfer Tony Miller (11).

Track & Field
Going for speed

Junior High Track Team
John Tran, Chris Gattis, Holden Glass, Sean Flynn, John Zagurski,
Christian Rust, Bi Sahlin, Cody Corley, Carson Pieroni
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rd.1
2003-2004 Senior High Track Team
1
Front Row: Scott Vitro, Ryan Cravens, Hayden McDonald,Jose G• ;ir
2nd Row: Chris Arnold, Andrew Eubanks, And y Koch, Hunter SPffrt·\
3rd Row: Stephen Short, Cody Schluterman, Neal Schluterman ,Je tri~
Rehm. 4th Row: Ian Myers, Ryan Bradley, Dustin Corley, pa
Richards. Back Row: Brian Hunter.

'"IVhat b ·
rings me back to golf is
l'\'e
WanZt W~ll -hit shot makes me
and ~ hit more great golf shots,
Pra 1 the bad shots ma ke me
to 1~ ice tnore until I get the shot
Mic: perfection I want it to be."
ael Lockwood (11)

t

" I had never played golf before,
but my first season we won district. I thought it was easy." Jacob
Schluterman (12)

n ew m ember of the team."
Frederick Black (10)

" l enjoy golf because it is a relaxing sport which students can enjoy by themselves. I have been
playing golf for two years now."
Tony Miller (11)

Sports
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• t is the driving force behind our
capitalistic economy. We, the
students, make many purchases
throughout the week-CDs, DVDs,
games- that make our lives more enjoyable and make time go faster. Everyone spends time at the movies, at
a concert, or traveling and staying at
a hotel, where money is spent. Sometimes businesses give back to the
people that have given to them and
help their community. The people that
make this yearbook possible have
taken out ads in this section and we,
the PAX staff, would like to thank
them for their support and generosity. Please think of them when you
make your future purchases.

l

AIDVElRJn[Sl[NG

1?J)gers '1Jaif9
Cream

Jack,
When you were two, you always said
you knew EVERYTHING. I knew you
Were growing up when you didn't say it
anymore. Just remember there's always
tnore to learn.
Love,
Mom

HERR ICK

It has been a long road,
but you have traveled it well.
We are so proud of all your accomplishments.

Way to go, Jacob.
We are proud of you.
Keep on the road to
success.

105 E. Walnut
Paris, AR

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Carl and Jared

479-963-2816

Congratulations, Patrick. We are proud of you ....
When we look at you and see the man you have grown into, we see a man
Who is kind, considerate, fair and compassionate. One who is compassionate. One who is loyal and who has a profound sense of justice. We see a man
Who is light-hearted and witty, clever and smart. One who brings joy and
laughter to his friends and his family. One who has a deep-seated faith in
God and his fellow man. We see a man we are proud to call our son and our
brother.

1-40 at Exit 55
CLARKS VILLE, AR 72830
Located
just 17 Miles from Subiaco
For reservations call:
(479) 754-4444

Love,
Dad,Mom,
Michael, Joseph, and Ginger

Tuan Eric Ahn Vu
Senior 2004
The new frontier lies ahead waiting for you.
Go fulfill your dreams.
We believe in you and we are very proud ofyou.

We love you,
Grandpa,
Dad, Mom,
Joey and Abby

And Now ... Trouble Moves On

WE LOVE YOU, TAZ.
MOM, DAD, AND JOHANNA

---- Zac Stewart----

Bria ,

Scott

Hunter
lation
. '

(]Jrian,

)ls you trave( down tli.at
fiie fzway of Bfe, afways remem6er
to stay focused on tfze road oryou
mig lit endup in afence.
We are very proud ofyou and wif[
afways 6e tfzere for you.
'Wefo'tleyou,
<Dad, 5\-fom,

Jennifer ct{, (])avid

Zac,
We wanted to let you know we
are very happy God has allowed
us to share this earthly walk with
you. Your happy spirit has been
so enjoyab le through the years.
So far no one picture could portray this - whether it was hanging out with Dad, helping on the
farm or being a big brother to
your sisters -we figure we've had
a bargain! And there's more to
come! Take good care of my number one son!
Love,
Mom, Dad and the gang

Congr atulati ons,
Justin!

BREC
SCHLUTE RMAN
On May 22 of '86, God gave us one of
the greatest gifts; he gave us you. I
remember the first time I held you in
my arms and looked into those bright
eyes. My heart just melted with love.
For the past 18 years, I have watched
you turn into a young man. ow as
I look into those same bright eyes,
my heart swells with pride.
Keep God in your heart and he will
lead you down the right path in life.
Being my first born, you hold a special place in my heart. Always know
that you can accomplish any thing
you desire. We are very proud of
you.
Love, Mama, Daddy, Quinton

I will always be here for you and love
you.

Don't ever stop being
Disgustin' Justin.
We love you.

Mom, Dad,
Kevin, Melissa,
Julie & Katie

Allen
Motor & Tire Center
Rick & Kelley Allen
Owners
Phone:
501-963-3098

23 S. Second St.
Paris, AR 72855
<el

Edward Jones
Danny Porter ·
Investment Representative
119 E. Walnut
P.O. Box 623
Paris, AR 72855
Bus. 479-963-1321 Fax 877-898-7422
Toll Free 888-963-1321
Hm. 479-963-3145
www.edwardjones.com
Serving Individual Investors Since 1871

Office: 479-963-8009

Fax: 479-963-3011

II
•

Barham Law Office, P.A.
111 E. Walnut St.

Paris,Arkansas

72855

[LSKE/1, l"I URA
lith Cc. tit h ""'.a ) ::
r .aru. A rli. o1nu ~ 5S
4&1-lOOI,

COMP
Attorney at Law

Phone: 479-963--3996
Fax: 479-963--2209

l'O-lOO•

I•

•

HELT RI

R. Kevin Barham

[

R

E

IE

~,,w I h·ruuur.inct' vm
LIFF - HO\ H - l R - FARM - BL;SI. I:: s

Hixson & Cleveland
Law Office
1727 East Walnut P.O. Box 588
Paris, Arkansas 72855

R.H "Buddy" Hixson

Barbara Engelhaupt
29 S. 10th (by Dollar Store)
Paris, Arkansas 72855
479-963-2304

Herschel W. Cleveland
parisvideo@arkansas.net

Paris Express

'Warren5

"Serving Logan County since 1880"
Otliu

ll ou~~

Phone: 479-963-4164
Fax: 479-963-6552

The Video Connection

800

f.t.,

1 ◄ -•1 ,fa.1~100.
u;it1 ,it.J-'.\:"""tt

<

> 350-lwt,

,,-,1 •~1111

\ a On , lu, ou· Tiu Co r,11/ry I

,k, I\ ,

Oo

1315 E. Walnut Paris, Arkansas

479-963-6011

P.O. Box 551 22 S. Express
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-2901
www.paris-express.co m

I

FIRST TEAM

9(pffer 7'utteraf!Jlome.
THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AT PARIS

Regions is the bank of choice for
many people right here in Logan County. And as our com-

1700 'E. 'Wa[nut

munity grows, we grow right

Paris, Jlri(ansas 72855

along with it, lending our

EXCELLENCE IN BANKING
SUBIACO ACADEMY EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

strength every step of the way.

"'Io serve as we wouU 6e served"

YOUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION FOR THE
FUTURE

11 East Main Street, Paris, Arkansas
Phone: (479) 963-2121

Member FDIC

Fax: (479) 963-6510

James White
Manager

Tim Bellamy
Funeral Director

Janelle Baker
Office Manager

Let us put our strength to work

RegiOD Bank
Q...._

equal housmg lender

Member FDIC

Building Material, Appliances,
Floor Coverings, Heat & Air,
Wallpaper & Paint

LENSING BROS., INC.

Hometown
Computers

~

963-2558

Pans, AR 72855

I

Bob Hardwicke

Store Phone

Danielle Tencleve
Owner/Stylist

27 N. Express
Paris, AR 72855

(479) 963-2232

201 S . Elm
Parts, Arkansas

£1M£1l'S P&£ SUPPLY

~klJJ(/Jt!
j

ELECTRICAL. PWMBING, POULTRY, DAIRY,

HE.AT & AIR. HARDWARE.IRRIGATION,

OEPARTME T

r

Body Shop, Inc.
2715 West Walnut
Paris, Arkansas
72855

405 E. Wa lnut

(

24--Hour Wrecker Service

Mike Frederick
(479) 963-2242
24-hour phone

~~

Hardw icke's
Furniture & Appliance

Whtt'

(479) 934-4310
(479) 934-4298
Fax: (479) 934-4263

Mike Frederick's

ncn
A
W' -

Highway 22
Subiaco, Arkansas

Carpet
Vinyl

Furniture
Appliances

STORES

HYDROPONICS, AND LOTS OFOTI-IER STUFF

19

ELMERPRICE,OWNER,
HEAI:> DUDE, CEO 1YPE

jack Cloud - Manager

Jim Kiefer -- A+ Certified Technician

14 N. Elm
Paris, AR 72855

Phone 479-963-3636
Fax 479-963-8022
www.sharpclothing.com

479-963-6832

•

111 W. Walnut St. Paris, AR 72855

LCB
LOGAN COUNTY BANK
Cravens Abstract & Title Company
Serving North Logan County since 1930
Abstracts
Title Insurance
Loan Closings
24 East Main
Paris, AR 72855

Phone: (479) 963-2567
Fax: (479) 963-6444

600 Main Street
Scranton Arkansas

Phone: (479) 938-2511
Fax: (479) 938-7084

Subiaco Branch: (479)934-4203

Member FDIC

.~.

Congratu lations

CARMA GRAPHIX

Class of 2004

·~6« ·
Custom Screenprlntlng
T-Shlrts, Caps, Jackets, Golf Shirts, Tote Bags,
Aprons, Towels, Ball Teams, Banners, Auto Truck,
& Boat Graphics, Professional Logo Design

Paris, AR 501-963-6609
16 years of experience makes us your best choice
for quality screenpr1ntlng

The Four Season's
Hair Fashion
675 Hwy. 22 E
Subiaco, AR 72865

from the

Subiac o Alumn i
Associ ation

~

•

...

✓~~
~

Phone: (479) 934-4500

Jeanette Frederick
&
Becky Lensmg

Good Luck
to the
Class of 2004

Congratulations
Trojans

Orange, Blue,
and You

for tife!
Subiaco Abbey
and
Academy
Development Office

Adams
Plumbing & Electric
Complete
Mechanical & Electrical
Contractor

206 West Main St.
Paris, AR 728 55
(479) 963-3255

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2004!

Br. Anthony Pierce - Monk Liaison
Rose Schneider, RN - Director
Infirmary Residents:
Br. Henry Furhmann
Fr. Herbert Vogelpohl
Fr. Andrew Wewers
Fr. Harold Heiman
Br. Martin Goecke
Br. Patrick Hogan
Br. Michael Furhmann

God's blessings for a bright future.
Br. Mel, O.S.B. & Staff

Coury House

Gorrell Feed Mill
Custom Feeds

John Etzkorn

Amerin e Eye Clinic
Master Made
Tanks, Inc.

Owner

<I>

Dr. Perry Amerine &
Dr. Dena Amerine-Harris
Optometric Physicians

Dr. Christopher A. Greer - Eye Surgeon
25 E. Walnut
Paris, AR 72855
963-2661

6801 E. St. HWY 22 Phone: (479) 934--4190
Home Phone: (479) 934--4497
P.O. Box 96
Subiaco, Ar 72865 E-mail: Etzkom@cswnet .com

The Outpost
P.O. Box 79

Subiaco, Arkansas 72865
479-934-4646

J.R. & Carrie Summers

Scranton & Ozark
1-800-814-8660
Paris 963-3752

Susan's Beaut y
Salon

Susan Tencleve
5218 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton, AR 72863
479-938-7500

8 a.m. to 5 p.nz.

Phone 479-963-3051
800-467-3325

cmmu,n
m.c.hLI No.nm-AN
f
Trojan

514 West Walnut
Pais, AR 72855

Jewelry

12 Eost 11/olnut St
Paris. AR. 72855

Town and Gountry
Superm arket
963-2348
H,,,y 22
(across l'rom Gloyes Gear)

Paris. J\R 72855

506 W. Commercial
Ozark, AR 72949
667-3809

Bob's Auto Repair

107 S. Logan
Charleston, AR 72933
965-7595

11 7 West E . Street
Subiaco, AR 728 65

I
Working together,
making the world brighter for . :"{o"\,I,•

479-934-43 06

Bobby and Jill Sewell

FARMERS

D
CII
COOPERATIVE
Feed & Farm Supplie s
934-4207

2625 West Main Street
CLARKSV ILLE, AR 72830
Located
just 17 Miles from Subiaco
For reservation s call:
(479) 754-4444

Bus: 354-0997
Res: 354-8776

Toll Free:
1-800-338-3895

Northwestern
Sporting Goods
RETAIL-WHOLESAL E

Vernon Sizemore
MORRILTON, AR 72110

P.O. Box327

Fax (479) 963-3501

Phone (479) 963-2292

Open: 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.
6 a.m. - 9 p.m. Fri. - Sat.

Highway 22 East
One Block East of the Square
(479) 963-2413
Phone (479) 963-2292

Fax (479) 963-3501

Thomas M. Spivey,
D.D.S., P.A.

Thomas M. Spivey

Corner Store
"More than just a
convenience store."
5th & Walnut
963-6436

PIHLMEIER'S

D.D.S., P.A.
General Dentistry

Office Hours
By Appointment

20 E. Short Mountain Street
P.O. Box 387
Paris, AR 72855

Business Manager: Cody Wright
Ad creation: Cody Wright & Ren Oslica
Primary ad sales: Cody Wright & Cody Randall

0

Alford, Tad 8,37,69
Alvarez. Justin 12.36,37
Arbogast. Joseph 17.41.42
Arnold, Chris 37.74.75

Bae, I long Sun 10,14,15,23,33
Becker. Gabriel 8.43
Becker, Michael 41 ,42,43,71
Becker, Nathan 9.37,39
Black, Frederick 37
Bradley, Ryan 16,32.33.74
Bryant. J. Harry 20.23.29.30.50.
51,61,64.66.70, 77
Byeon. Jin 15.37,57.63

Cauldwell. Jack 20,29,30.31,61.63,66,80
Cauldwell. John 32.33.38,56,59,74
Charur, Andres 37.38
Chen. Richard 10, 19.37.68
Chen. Yen Nien 10,41 ,43
Choi, Jae Hong 5,9, 11, 14.21 ,29,30,58,68
Clifton. Bryant 19,26,37
Copsy, Brandon 33
Copsy, Taylor 6,37
Corley. Cody 41,79
Corley, Dustin 33.74.75
Cortez. Simon 17,4 1
Cra,ens. Ryan 36,37.69

Gillespie, Spencer 4,37
Glass. Holden -11.79
Glasscock, Nick 37
Goetz, Donald 40,4 1,54,65.66,67,7 1
Gonzalez, Ernesto 41
Gourlay, John I 5.27,33,69.80
Greggs. Paul 5,22,28,29.31,35.66
Grubisic, Antonio 33,77.80
Guerra, Mauricio 17, 18.4 1,48.68
Guerrero. Pablo 11.32,37,38

Henkel, Andrew 12.20.22,23.29,65,66.70, 77
Herrick, Andrew 4.5,30.57,59,66,67
Hickey. Michael 40.41,43.62.63
Hickey. Patrick 5.9, 15.22.23.24.28,60
Hubl, Anton 5.8,23.28,29.30,51.54,55.56,74
Hunter. Brian 23.29.30,31.32,57.59.66,74.76
Hunter, David 19,23,36,37.38.56,66,69,80
Jakobs. Erik 34,48.52,59,66.69,7 I
James, Ross 34,58,80
Johnson , Taz
5,9, 19.24,28.29.30,3 1,50.66,69,74.75.76
Jun. Theodore 37,38

Kiefer, Mark 6, 13, I 8,32.34,49,54.55,57,67
Kim. Bum Hyun 6,10.34.77
Koch, Andy 32.34,66.80
Komp, Chad 32,33.34.66.80
Kyle , Brandon 6.37.38,57

DeJesus. Juan 13.17,36,37

(I)
Eckart. Justin 5,21,24.28,29,3 1.51.57 ,59,66,68
Eubanks, Andrew 36,66,74

Flores, Gustavo 6.17,33,34,49,66,68
Flores. Pablo 21.22.23,29.3 I ,51.57,59,66,68
Flynn. Sean 41,78.79
Fontes, Gustavo I0.11,33
Ford, Charlie 19.33,52.53.56.65.74
Fortune. Eric 13,33.52.53,56,65.74
Fox, Craig 37,49,66
Freerksen. Michael 33.52.53

Garcia. Cesar 36.68
Garcia, Jose 33,34,48
Gaskell, Michael 41,45.62,71
Gattis. Christopher 40.43

116

created by Cody Rn11dnll

Langston, Coran 41,79
Lara, Oscar 9.32,34.68
Ledbetter, Finley 37,38.80
Lee, Jee-lhin 15.19,37
Lee, Shuo Chieh I 0, 11, 19,22,23.24,29,30.46,68
Lockwood, Michael 19,34.50
Lucier. Thomas 33,34,44,45,54,55.57,67

Maness. Richard 30,36.3 7.45
Maness, Scan 9,41,79
Manjarrez, Luis 5,6,8,21.23,24.26.28.29,30,
31.62.63,66,68.69.77
Marsden. Paul 3.9.34.58.62.69
Martinez. Alex 13,17.78.79
McDonald, Hayden 17.32.49. 74
Mellot. MatthC\\ 4
Mendoza. Victor 3 7 .66.80
Miller, Tony 15.34,67,69.70
Miller, Daniel 7.8,15,35,63.69
Mogendi. Paul 36,39
Moore, B.J. 5,13,40,42,68
Myers. Ian 19,22.32,35,49,52.53.55,62,65,74.75

oebels. Paul 41.55,79

Ogle, ie. Brad -11.61.68. 71
Ortiz. Jesus 6.33,34.35.49,56.66,68
Oslica, Ren 8.17, 19,34.35.69.70

Toland. Robin 42.79
Thomas. Jeff 42.79
Tran. Da, id 42.-19.62
Tran. John 12.-12, 79
Tran. Peter 39. 80
Trevino, Rodrigo 9.1 1.35
Turner. Dakota 42.6 I ,67

@
Palazuelos. Cristian 39.68
Piechocki. Orm 35.49.65.67.70
Pieroni, Carson 13.40,-11
Post. Jacob 3.33.56.66

Ramirez. Andres -1.11,36.66.71.74.77
Randall. Cody 7 .8.16.32.35.53.59.65.67.68,70
Reeves. Andrew 41.-10. 79
Reeves. Daniel 39
Rehm, Christopher 41.67
Rehm , Jeffery 33.66
Richards, Patrick 39,45.67.71.74
Rivera, Aldo 20.25.32.36,37,38.66
Rivera. Alexi 23,23.27,28.29,30,31,80
Rust. Christian 12.40.43.66,78,79

t)

Sahlin, Bi -11
Saldivar. Ernesto 6.35.61.66.68.70
Sanderson. Charlie 17.38,39.71
Schluterman. Alex 41.55.64,67.79
Schluterman. Bree 24.25.29.30.31,66.70.74,76
Schluterman, Cody 39.7-1
Schluterman. Doug 41.79
Schlutcrman. Jacob 18.23.14.25 ,27,29.30.58,66.71.76
chluterman. Jared 40,41.64,67,79
Schlutcrman, Nathan 39.74
Schlutcrman, Neal 38,39,7-1
Schluterman. Quinton 42.71
Scott, Sebastian 16.17,35.49.53.71 .74
Sharum, Jeff 16.18.35.49.66.67
Short, Stephen 18. I 9.35.48,59.66.69
Soto. Jose 5, I0, 11.15,20.23.28,29,30.31.68
Spears, Hunter 15.28,34,35.49,59
Stewart. Zac 8.9.15.22.26.31.50.5-1.55.60
Strobel, Michael 56.71
Stuth. Michael 5.12.35.38.39.66, 71
tuth. Nick 7.12,38.39.61,66, 71
Suh, Peter 39
Swanson. Stanton 39,69.77

Tamayo, Adrian I 0.32,34,35
Tarriba. Ivan 5, 19.22.23.2-1,26,3 1.32.66,68,69
Taylor-llarris, E.J. I0.14,2-1,27.29,30,31.32,
66,68.69

Uti, Sunday 39,80

Valdez. Eduardo 8.9.10.15.21.26.27.28 .31,68
Veliz. Jose 9. I 7.23.26.27.29.30.32.51,68,70
Villatoro. Victor 8.16.39.64
Vitro. Scott 3.7.33.34.62,66.69,71.74
Vu. Tuan 4.5,9.10.14.16.22.23.2-1.28.29,30,3 1,32.50.6

C)

Welch. Morgan 42
West.Chris 18,35
Wewers, Kevin 42.55.79
Wewers, Kyle 40.-12,54,55,79
Wewers. Marcus 36.39.-13.71,74
Wilks. Willard 5,6.11.22.28,29.31.69.71.76.77.80
Willems, Jack 7.15.16.18.35.49.58.66.71
Willems. athan 12.42.15.66. 79
Willis. Austin 6.7.38,39
Wright, Cody 12.14.16.34,35.70

/ R \Yoon. Jun Sung 5,10.21.22.13.27.28.
u

9,30.31.58.59.68
Yuk. Francis I0.19,36,37.39.48.63

Zagurski, John I 0.12,-10.41,43.45.67, 78.79
Zorrilla. Agustin 6.41,-12

SENIORS
Ur~unl. Jame,; Mllurr,

M.

fl

2).:03 Sou1h Surrey Ori,c
Carrollton. T\
Home & J·a\:

750()(1

Schlu1erman. J11 eoh D.
:!00 Orne Cr,:ek Road
Paris. AR 72855
Home: 4J').')J.J-43f.9

F lore\. G u~t:no
770:! i\-11c0Het
l lous1on.·1x 7701fi
Ho1ne: 21-il-l:!7-0168

Lock"ood. l\llch:1cl T.
2019 (iamcs Stn:et
I I Dor.tdll, AR 71730
lltlmc: 1170-86]-7433

Soio.Jose F.
Pone..: de l.l.'011 90
Ct,I. Chapulll·p,:..:
Culia..:an. Smaloa 80040
MFXICO
lll1mc:1111-5'.!-M7-715-55511

Fonli.'<i, Gu~UI\O \ .
Juan l·...cut1a 507
Coloma (hapuhepcc
Culiacun. Smaloa 800-10
MEXl(.'0
llome: 07-5'.?-667-7 13-52:?9

Lucier. Thomas E.
IJII kancuc\\.'a}
Carrollton. I X 75006-21)65
llomc: 972-.'.!45-7858

'J72-ll<,-0]21

Cauld¥i ell.J11ck 0 .
311 So.ti Stm:1
l'an~. AR 72k55
llume: ,F'/-%.1-.'.!0 It',

Choi, Jae !l ong
Rm. 50 1, ll yO\Hlll Bldg .. liS-5
K"anchul-dong. Jongro-gu
. KORI A
s. ·oul.

Stt11ar1. l.achar) I. (Z ac)
P. 0. Bo, l.l4J
l\lcm1. AR 711)53
llome: 471)-.W.J-4705

l-ord.JohnC'.(Ch:1rlic)
25 Uriar.,ood
(lurks, ilk. AR 71830
llome: -179-7544781
Fortune. tricJ.
r.o. Ho, 10342
El Dorado, .'\R 717311
ll ~1mc: K7()-!<63-0.'.!64

lck.111. Ju~lin G.
2919 Yo,,:um Stred

TarribJl Lrlu,, h :111
Calle Deportl\O 271l7
(uliacan, Sm. X()l00

Charleston. \R 71933

MEXJC:O

Home: -479-%5-2130

Home: 01 l-5'.?-o67-761- 0'.!74

Flores. 1':1h lo R.

7702 Mic11l1ct
llou...1011. I \ 77016
llomc

Chen. Li•T~u ~Richurd)
21·, 7'.!. San-Mtn RoaJ
ra1pc1 .TAI\\A . R.0(
llomc: Ol l-f-!R6-2•:?5'.!R361.J

Shore. S1e11hen i\1.
J8C12 l. 13mwn Strcet
Paris, A R 72855
Horne: 47Q-96J-335-I

281-227-0IMi

Greggs. \\ illilun I'.
32111 Ea~t C:hun:h Str,.-ct
l'ari~. ,.\R 72k55
llome: -179-%3-31)<).f

Ta~ lor-llurri,. Ernest\\. (E.J. )
5J76 Dernm An~nuc
Memphis, T\l 38 11 5
llorne: 901-JM-0'.!43
\ :ildc1~ Edu:irdo Gonlalc1
Pl,~c,don 9lMI
Guadulur,:. '.\.L f-17173

MLXICO
llome: OJ 1-5'.!X-349-0!:i6S

ll enkl'I.Andre" R.
-121:!Bear lrccDmc
L11tk- Rod,. \R 712:!J
llomL': 501-XtiX-4 179

ll errick. \ndre11 ('.
301 South-l2nd Str<.'CI
\'an Buren, \R 7:!956
lfomc 479-471-18%

Home: 479-9%-914.J
l\lcl)onald. lla,dc n T.
100:m lligh,,a)".217
Charleston. AR 7'.!933
llomc: 479-%5-2394

c.

\Jiller, \nth On}
528 No. J\ loffe1
foplm,MO 641101
Hume: 41 7-78 1-466!!

f,' recrk~en. Mich11l'I T .
I 11 l:uM Wood Street
Paris. AR 7:!855
I lome: -1711-1)63·20-IO
G11rd:1 •.losc
\H-nid.i del D,:(l\1rti,o 11':?6:!3
Lo~ Alamo~
Culiacan XOIOO
J\H.\ICO
llome: 52-6(17-71-l•393Q

\ e li7~ Jo,e L.
6000 Glenmont, Apt. J2
111,uston, IX 7711X1
llome: 71J-X.\8-2117.J

Gourlay.John 1\1 ,

\u.Tu11n \ .
31M L1nca!>terlane
Pon '\cchcs. IX 77651
llome: 4ft<J.J:N-0'.?07

Gruhhic. \n1011io
r,unscice.,
O"Jek. tmatia 3 UM.)
ll1lme: ]S.'i-Jl30•J'.!5Q

\\ ilk.,;. \\ 111:ml C.
3317 lorbctl
Nu.~IJ\ill e. I "I 372()9
Jlorne: 615-.l:!7- 1656

Jakob,. Erik \I.
10~6 R1, cr.1c,, Dmc
Alma, A R 729.:! I
llomc: 47Q-f132-5.N7

33 1 111c✓.uwa,

Hot Spnns~ \:illBgc. AR
Home: .'iOl-9.'.!2-5 174

7 191)()

llicke). Ru~rnond I'.

1520 l\onh Jdkr!>l.m \,c.
U Dorado. AR 71730
1lomc: ~70-X(l:!-97:!J

llubl. \nlon F.
57117 rki) d (.\,, Dm I.'

'-onnan. OK 7]0:?t,
llnmc: 405-.l29-2R76
llunrcr. Brian S.
:!05 E:btC:hismStrce1
Puri,, AR 71855
I lomc: 479-%3-.1647
J ohnson. Tazell (T11z) J .
727 Soulh 13rook l)n Road
Ra1c1ilT. AR 7:!951
llomc; .J7<J.(i.l5-0:!72

)oon. Jun Sung
Mokdoni Afll 511-1204
Mo!,. 5--0ong. Yangchun-gu
Seoul 15K-755. KORl:-.>\
llom,:: 011-82-2-1647-i774

JUNIORS
B:1t. Hong Sun
i:tJOI JiJOk•dung 9 11 -7
foeJon JOS-JJO
KORI-.>\
lfomdl ll -X242-476-11:?KX

Ltt. Shuo-chie h
41'. No. 8-3. Alie) 6. Lane .JO:!
Kaohsiung R07,
TAIWAN. R.O.C
llomc: 01 1-886-7-.:!:!J-3691

BradlC) . R)lln f\'..
3605 l:3l>I Ch1,m
l'aris. AR 71855
ll omc: 479-%3-3605

\la11jarrel. Luh E.
6:!'.! 'orth 39th Str..:cl
f ort Smith, AR 7290J
lfome: 479-783-:?<J\9

Ca uld"ell.John \\.
7:? I E:ls1 Ch1~m Street
Pans. AR 72!<55
479-963-20\h

lth cr.1. \! orga n Alu.I
12507 Coron.i
llou:.lon. TX 77072
ll nme: :!Sl-568-572M

Cop~~- Brandon T .
IX:! So. Randolph
Pans, AR 7285
1lornc: 4 7Q-%J-'.!-l:?O

Sehlu1t•nn:1n, Bree
20-I Shady Lane
ScrantPn. AR 721-i(iJ
llome: ;p<J.IJJ.J4577

Corle~. DU\lin It
1701 r-.o. 5" Street
Paris, A R 7.'.!!<55

J a mes, RossC.
~fllU WesmmJ
lkmon. I \ 76~ I II
llome: Q-IO-J~l-9790
Kiefer. \lark\ .
I.J!'>tl EnM Wood S1rcc1
Poris. AR 72855
llomc: 471).9<,3.3219
Kim, Bum II
Li.Col. & Mrs. In-Dong Kim
~69-:?UI A1r Uni,ersil) Apl.
Chumok-d,lng. Ym,cong-gu
OacJcon ]05-15-'
KORI:..\ {R.0.K.)
Koch, \111lrc" \\.
2087 I ritsche Road
Scrnnton, AR 72863
llome: 479-938-7573

Ko mp, C h11d \\ .
5-178 Old M1l1tary Road
Suh1aco. A R 7'.!S65·90.'.!5
Home: 471).934-4451
L:1rn, Ose11rJ.
Las J\ laceta~ ,12J87
Frnccionam 1cnh.) Los Al:imos
Culiae:m . Surnloa SOIOO

Ml'XICO
lh•mc: 52-667-714-264

llomc· 479-%.l-16();!

\l:lrsdcn, l'aul \.
-111 "lonh Dai\)' Stn:ct
Gn:c111,0<KI. \R 7:!936

i\Tiller. Oanicl I'.
58115 Calumet Dme
\rlmgton, I X 760l 7
llome: Sl7465-S981
,1, crs. la11 I'.
1104 Nonh Hickory Strc<t
Paris. AR 721155
llome: -179-%3-3671

Po~I. Jacob 1•.

lhndull. J nmcs C. (Cod))
RR 4. Box 47H•S
r.lcAk51Cr, ()K 7450 1
llornc: 9\K--4~3-5 152
Rehm. Jdfrc) 0 .
t).Jk Cnncns Lane
'\e" Blame.AR 7'.!851
-1"'9-'.1311-25:?-I

l lome: 52•kl-S303-:!-lk7
\ hro.~con R.
123 Cedarglades Road
llllt Sprmgs. AR 7 190 1
Home: 501-6:!7.-0832

S1tldi1ar, Ernl'MO R.
61 11 Glenmont. ir2 t 5
I lous\lin. ·1 X 7708 I
Hnrne: 713-773-1584
~coll. Lo uh ~. - Scbas1iun.,
35J.J \'7CRJ7IO
\\1lb Poml. 1X 751(',Q
lll1me Q03-k%-7437
Slrnrum.Jeffrc, L.
11605 l1mbcrl}n.\\:t)
Fon Sm1th, AR 711}03
Home: -17945:?47 13

RCC\l"i, Oanicl \ ,
544 Rutgers Strl.>ct
Rock, 11le, 11.11) '.?OX511
llome: ]OJ. 7 6:?-H~II
Richard,. Parrid, T.
1800 Oriole ~lrft'I
Springtl:ilc .. \R 727fl4
l\ome: 4 7 9•"'51·"'3K6
Rhtra, \ldo 8.
12507 Corona
I lou~ton, I \ 77072
llome: 71'.\-56)(.572k

C lass(:ock. '\ichola~ O.

p 0. BO\ 7
~ tngus. IX 7(1-163
ll omc'. 254-67.'.!-51JJ 1)
Gue rrero. 1•:1blo D.
p 0. 80!1: 3543
Hrowns, ille. TX 71-i52.3
Hnmc: 956-78Q-8099 52•
868-8 13-3152.

\h a r e1.. Jus1in R.
~02 Wugo111\ hed Terrace
llot Spnngs. AR 7 1913
llome: 501-760-.:!3'.!4
Arnold, Ch ristop her \ ',

C hurur.A ndrcs [.
Oa:-.aca 602 Fracc
Valle de Aguayo
Cd. Vit:tori a. I amps. 87020
Ml·XICO
Home: Ol 1-52.-S34--J\.J.J77t'I

Rnmirel ll er rcr11, \11dn'll
\ilia Encantad.i 131
lampi..:o. l :im S911KI
i\lL\ ICO
llomc: 011·52-103-:?'.!M.K4J'i

G illespie, S11encl'r R.
l<ioo Ho ll y Circle
l·ort Smith.. \R 7'.?901
llomc: 479-646-6!!7-I

I

Jin ll}ung
\pl. 122-70?
305-755, Korea
01 1-8'.?-2.•!-:6 1•9897

1'11 l:1wclo~. Cri~tinn S.

lubanks. ,\ndrel'I J .
::?s43 Greasy \'all~ Road
Puns, AR 72855
llome: .J79-lJ6J.(>'.?I?

fx

SOPHOMORES

ll~ron,
lhlnbil
Tuqon
llomc:

\logtndl. J>o1,e11rp O.
15113 Sumn1er Ha) C:1rcle,
Apl. IO"
·\rlingltin. I\ 7(,(11\
llome: 817-!<ol-'PXl

Fraccionam1ento Lo, \l,uno,
(uliacan. Sinal11,1 MOlllO
MLXICO
lh1me: OJ J.5_'.!.Af!7- --ihl-529.'.!

Carcia.Cesar 0.
kOJTume,Dmc
77!HS
I loust,:m.
ilomc: :?81-260-0755

\lford. Thomas 0 , -Tad ..
l:?-1 Dickson Dmc
Little Rock. AR 72'.!07
1lome: 5{) ] .66.J.()2:?2

Bh1rk. Frederick G.
n ossmoor. IL 6042'.!
-1.:!5 Stuun Islam.I Roat!
Lake Village. AR 7 1653
ll omc: 870-265-5579

M cndo1.n, \ h:IOr O.
Gloria /\all\ld:id
1-IOS lcuslcy Lnnc. i(!414
Denton. TA ""0.'.!05
Home: 9.J0-5tJI-MNO

DcJe~us •.lua n J .
10(J5l"m0aks
liouston. TX 77117(1
liomc: 7 13-6lJ-l-/t24l

i;-o,. Craig \\ .
711 llog Eye Bend R\llld
Puris.AR 72RS5
i lumc'. .J79-963-67t0

\\ rl~hl, Cod~ J.
106 Henson Dri\C
Paris. AR 72k55
lll,rnc 479.963.3754

7400 lfo rrn" Ori,e
\lash\llle.1, 372'.!l
ll ~lme: 6 15-646·6684

Maness. Richard S. ~Riccl61111 So. Olark blal~
01.ark.AR "':!949
llome: 479--60745lJ"T

Sumchcon-Jong. Se11-gu
DIICJetin ]112-71\2
KORI-.A
llomc: K2-i:!4S7-4 7 5]
!!,"1111\0II. '>lan1on --,111n'.14SII E-ru Omc
Cummmg. <.,.\ JOO.JO
Jlllme. •70.7!<1-~55

r

llu111er. o:i,id
21)5 East Ch"m Street
Paris. AR 722155
llome: 479-%3-3647
Jun, Throdo r c ~Trdth ~
·
Suscodonll. 736
Si1idongri :\pt. 11704.. t)OJ,
Kungn:im• Ku
Seuul lJ5-781 KO RI·!\
11\.lrnc: S'.!-D-14.J-t)')J7
J..:)lc, Brandon\\ .
13~ Scruddcr Lanc
Subiaco. AR 72865
Home 471J-Q]N-0418
lcdheucr, Finle) L.
JR20 Granada l'ruil
l)enton. T.X 76205
l lome: 940-KIJK-01167

",andcro.on. C h11rll"'i F.
P. 0. BCI\ 30107
Yunhu AI-Sma1yah
SAUDI ARAIJl \
llome: 0 11 -966-4-J.'.!1·1'.?97
Srhlu1crmun, Cod ) \I.
2115 tro~~roud, I\_ R\1aJ
Subiaco•. \R ?'.!KOS
llome: 479-9]4-026
Schlurcrman. '\a1h11nT.
1895 E. Statc II"' 197
Subia..:u. AR 728M
llome: 479-934-4-1.:!5
Schlurcrmun, \c ul .I.
:?5M E. Stulc I hgh,\ !l) 197
Suhi;1ct1 .. \R 728(,5
llome: -1"19.<Jl.J-44SK
S 1u 1h. 'lkhaclJ.
PO &1, +-!IQ
Camp Connell, (' \ 952.'.!J
llome: .'.!09-N5-31 79
Sturh. '\ichol:1,J .
PO Bo, 4419
Cnmp Connell.(.'.\ 95'.!.'.!J
/lomc. :!09-7')5.Jl71J
S uh. ll~ung Deok
Shindunga Apt. 31)(,-207

llomc: 130-4~J.f)f,5J
,11llh. Chri\toµher ~.J 70K Rau',i;h R~i,uJ
Ra1cliJl \R 7~951
lh1mc 4"lJ.t,]5-2.'.!33

JO I Shnrt \k1untam S1

Ru,1. C hri,1l11n .\.
\JS ,~1 l\h..:higan \\c
(irl.'l."n~hury.. 1, .Ji::!.JO
Home Xl.'.!-bh]-3215
,ahlin,\\illi11m-Hi"
~(Ml:? S,1uth '\f" Strccl
lt>rt S1111th. \R ... 21.XII
Home -l"Q-IIJ-I-- 49""

Par, ... \R 72k55
Tr:111. Peter
9"1.'.! \\eddingll•n Road
Fon Smnh .. \R "12l)(IK
ll omc: .J"IQ.t,.Jf,.t)(n.J

l Ii. Sund:1~ O. -\unn~ ..
Ill Rt•hnn l)mc
'\.tsh,1lie. ~ H:?IO
lloml· t>l5-I\.U•5541J
\ illatoro. \ ic1orJ.
t,305 Wc,marJ. 11-iS
I lou~1on. I \ 77tlX I
llome: 7\3.1)9S-79X7

Las Conch:i~ #2(1-16

MfXKO

\\illems, J ohn F.
14 Roblll\\ood Dri,e
Sc:arc~. AR 72 143
llomc: 50 1 ♦:!6!!-157-1

Morrilton. AR n 11 0
llome: ~01-354--101-iS

C' r:nens. R\lrn C.
24 East \1ai~ St
P1tns. AR 72855
I lomc: -179-%.l-6 I 50

Trc ,lno. Rodrij!o
AJxlo. Postal 11 198
Sue. Bo~quci. dcl Valle
Garia Garcia. "IL 66'.!511

Osika. Jose ph R. ( Ren )
IJ9 Rainh,.rn, Lane
ll1gdo,1, \R 7~016

5 ·hhlc~ DriH~

Cops~. Ta!lor A.
IR,'.! South Randolrh Stm:t
Pari:.. AR 7.'.!K55
ilumc: 479.96J.:?4211

Tam:l)O, Adrian
13hd Ana}a 1620
Coloma ( hapultcpcc
Culiaeun. Smuloa $00-IO
Ml XICO
llomc: 52-667-716-()Q<;l4

\\ c~,. Chrisrophcr i\l.
2651 Lll~"onh Road
Suh1aco, AR 7'.!865
llorne: 4711-%3-76:W

f'lcchockl. And rt" P. -ore" ..
2001 So. Grcen\\ood
I-on Smith, .\R 7:!901
llome: 479-709-9090

C'lirton. Bnan1 C.
3203 So. ln.d,:pcnden..:e
l·on Smilh. 1\R 72903
Home: 479-64!,:-IJJS7

Mruhe l, \l ich ac l L.
11 OJ then) Sm'.!Cl
Scnunon, A R 72863
llomc: 479.t)3g.1116

Orlil,,ll•~ usG.
6009 Ucllairc Bl\'d .. \pt. '1159
llouston. IX 770RI
llomc: 713-667-5319

lilllll(': 501-759♦27!0

C: hrii;lcnscn, Christopher R.
9()6 Uiflon Coun
I \ln Smith, AR 71903
llome: -179-7kS-3199

S11e11rs, llunlc.rJ.
1705 So. IP Dri\ e
F-on Smith. AR 7.'.!903
l fomc: 479484-760-4

Lec. Jl'e- lhin
663-11 l1"1ln-tlonl!,
Kangn:tm-gu
Seoul 13.5.1)45 KORI· \
llomc: 212-13-tl l-t,391

\\ t " er,. \l:trcu, F.
250 \\c\\ers L1nc
Pam. ,\R "'.'.!K55
llome. -1N.1n-14-1i,;1

llome: 4711.9(1].2111
Goe17- Don:i ld R.
147 \o. Suh1.1co •\,e
Sut>1aco, ·\R 7::!k5t>
llomc: -17Q.1)71J.t,::!1)2
Gont.a leL. J·rnl'<,loJ.
(1,lt•tinc, 52-1. (.',,I Cnlc•rine-,
<.,arlll(iar..:ia. '\ L N-:!::!U
Ml:.\1(0
llome: 5:?-XI-XJ.-i,;.]3(10
Gucrr.t. \ll111riclo
H1NJUcsdc J11luca 3\ti
C1•l. lk..,que,dcl \alll'
<,ana(.iare1a. '\L. <•0:!50

M[XllO
lfomc

5:?-x1.35-40.117

\\illl,;:. \U'ilin ~304 l asl \..:adem) 'Sm..-ct
Pans, AR 72X55
I lome: 47'1-9113-2772

ll kkl'~. '\llchael \ .
1520 '\11 Jcllcr.on A,c
f-1 r>-i.,rado. I\R 11-311
IIM1c· i,;10.x(,:?-97.'.!J

\\ riJ!IU, Scull F,
20.J Sou1h X1h Street
Pari,. -\K 7::!XS5
llome: 4'19.lJ(,J.J37(,

Llllll:)IOn,C"or1111 \\ ,
14\~ R1d11c\\\11'>J Park Cm:k
~kmph,~. J"l\ _lkl IO
lll•mc ~II 345-5.aot

)uk.Slmuck l- ... l-rancis133-IJIIS l lant>,t Apanmclll
faeJeon 305-1:'13.
KORI A
Hume Oll-)(2--4::!-kfll•'•IJ31

FRESHMEN
\rlKlj!ll~I. J oseph A.
b!N2 Ma..:rnnc\,
~kmph1'. Ii\ ]XIII)
l fome: 9111.1,i,;2.J?-II)
Bttt.cr. \lichael r.
l:!470a\.monl ,\,enm:
Hossmoor. IL '1114:?2
llome: 7flff.lJ57-551~
C h cn, ) en i\il'n
/\o, ::!-40. \lie~ 4fl. Lane l:?7
!\an-Yuan S1rec1
lamun "lfl.J, l!\I\\ , ,
l lmne: kkr..n-23s.2w,5
Corle}. Cod~ J .
1701 \o. 5 Street
Pans:, .\R 7:!i-5.'i
lll,me: -179-9t'l]-lfln:?
Cort e,~ Simon \ .
6315 Quail \ 1caJc)\\
llou.stlin, l \ "'7035
llomc: 7J.l.7.'.!l-•ll''IIJ

o.

Fl)IIII . .;;can
P. 0. lk1, 3]-1
Scrnnton .. \R 7,'.!St,3
l!t1mc: 4N-9Js.()k]I
Gu~kl'II, \licl111l'I H.
3:?5 .'.!]"' ,\,cnul-. I\_\\
Cantnn. OIi -1-1709

I e"b. Ja(:Oh \I. -Jat.c..
P11ttcrii;er
Sha,\ncc. OK "l'4NOI
lfomc 405-.'.!75-XkXk

"'I" '\onh

Sch lu1crm:1n. \luJ.
3k5.'.! Old i\hh~ Rood
l'ari\, AR "':>-55
lhin1e: 479-%}•:!611)
\t-hlult'rman. Dougla~ \\.
:!51.t> I S1atc lh,~. I.I...
Sut>1aco . .\R 12:kfl5
llvmc. 4--iq.Q_l.J...J..-l:'iX
',chlulcrn111 n, .. Quln1on ..
::!04 Shad\ l..anc
S..:run1t,n. AR 7:!MI]
llume: 4--iq.1.134---lS"'"'

Schluttrma n. Jarl'd R.
:!110 t .inc { rL'I."\. Road
Pan... \R "'2S~~
11,lUh.'. 4'1\J.1,jJ4--.J.lt,Q
Thom:i~Jcff'\I.
l311fl Sn,,\\Jon l)ri,e
-\rhn~ton. I.\ 1 MIK
lh1mc :-;p .... X\-t4JS
Tran. D:nld
9"1: Weddm~ttm Rood
ft,n Snuth. \R 7:~'XIS
llome .J"'.'9--M0-110~
Tnrn. John\ .
904 S,, \,ter \,c
Dn,1,...:n \mm.OJ,;, -41112
llom('. tll/'.-.'.!1.14-3611

\111nr". \t'1111 \I.
61UI S11. o,ari.. h1a1cs
o,ari... .\R -2114<1
lfomc. 4 1 0-N>"'4597

Turner. Dukoru \ .
blt.11 \\ \tate 11"}- 2~

\loore. \\illlam J . ~o.J.-i-11-r \talahar Uloc
Dalla J\ "52JO
lil•me --i14.l1W-93!N

\\clt-h. \\111111111 \l.-\lo~an-

'\oebel-.. P1t11I I•.
:?1 So. Rost.>,ilk
P,1ri~. \R 72X55
lfornc. -l":'').lJ63-2t171J
Ogle,ic. Hradlc, "',.
l.lt/5 LC1,cr Lanc
\an Auren. ,R "12'15fl
llume .J"o).4-i1.,-,52
Pil'roni. L11"rt'nt-e C.
11152 L.a~chall RtiaJ
Lake\ 11la!,!C, \R 71(',5."\
ll11me· kW-265-SS:!'J
Rtt, cs. \ndre" \ ,
54-1 Kut~cr-. Slrt-el
Rtx\.,ille. MD ~lls5U
llt•mc ,u\-7fl.'.!-to.m
Reh m. Chrl,rophcr C.
"-tS(r.ncn<.Lam:
"'\c\\ Blume, \R "':?t-:51
lh1mc .JiQ.IJ]k-25.'.!4
Rohl'rhon, \l khae l J....
\.in Buren. AR "295t>
lfomc -17tl-:?i-5-5S.'.!J

1!1M1\J,;,l.'lltlt,urt

f .,n Smith .. \R -2\Jt1X
llome 4 ""<).f,4t,.t,ut1 I
"l' I\Cf'l. .... e,in '\ ,
-1::!KO I· Stal,· II\\). l'f'
S..:nm1t1n, \R 72Xb3
llomc. -1'1').',13-l4t,~4
\\t'Y1er-.,k.1le f.
-12t-:!I I 'talc II"~ I\J7
S.:ranton. \R --i~kb]
llomc . .J"IQ.9J4-IO:?.J
\\illem,. '\ :uhan ,1.
14 Roh1m\otxl Dmc:
Scare:,,. AR 72143
llomc: 501•.:!Mi-1574
La~ur'\l,J. John T.
I' 0. 8'>\ 157
(,amc,\llk. 1\ 7fl:'.41
ill'f ll. \J.,111.t,t,S. ~!0.2
/ .orrilla. \ 1!Ullin \ .
M11rcll1~ P"'-:?10 Ptc
Montcrrc}. ,.L h4(MI()
i\11 \l(.'0
ll11mc. 5.'.!-Xl•l035-13].J

Bnan

"'"
lloo

-

Ca uld

HI.._,

II

Choi.
Rm 51

,.

Bu,
I

r,i..ar
2'11
Cbl.rl\C
ll001,;

II
Hom~

lf t ftl..t'

,-P12 !
l 1ltl I
lfo

COLO PHO
This year's PAX was published by Jostens
Yearbook Company at its plant in Topeka,
Kansas. Our representative was Randy Joe
Hamil ton and our plant consultant was Lori
Wishert. The cover was a custom litho art
cover. Font for the divider pages was
YearTech Aloft in size 84. Headlines were
30pointPalatino; copy font was 12Palatino.
Feature copy and caption copy was 8 point
Palatino. Caption lead-ins were 8 point
bold Pala tino. Survey responses were 9 point
Palatino. Folio tabs were Palatino 10 italic.
Some layouts were created by the class
while others were pre-set Josten layouts.
The staff used Pagemaker 6.5 and Corel
Photo-Paint.
Worst memories: The epiphany of our dependence on others, as when Andrew Henkel left us.
Ad sales hang-ups. And those -- links.
Best memory: Cody and Cody always bickering,
about trivial knowledge.
Class pet peeve: When Mrs. Fox always told us
what to do, and when she deleted our pages
because she forgot to save our half-completed
work.

THOUGHTS
Cody Randall: Year book class is an
enlightening experience that annihilates the weak and strengthens those
whom the conditions favor (dare I
say sycophantic), as the Greek
philosopher Codisyus so eloquantly
stated "Let sleeping foxes lie and if
possible inoculate them."
Ren Oslica: 1 came into this class
with absolutely no experience. 1 have
learned a lot and have learned how to
work better with a group of people.
Jose Veliz: Good quality pictures and
good inspiring stories, all I have
learned here in journalism.
Cody Wright: I would like to express
my sympathy for fallen comrades,
Hinkey and Lee. It was a perilous
battle, and some did not survive. We
battled against the enemies of links,
dark pictures, and total anarchy.

